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Every scribe who becomes a disciple of the Kingdom of 
Heaven is like a householder who brings out from his 
storeroom new things as well as old.  

Mt 13:51 
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FOREWORD AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

Why do missionaries engage in collecting and preserving the 
                 f           s       v      z ?       ’       
simply replace it with the Gospel narratives that answer more 
appropriately to the modern challenges of our society? 

Evangelization is not just replacing the old cloth with a new 
one. Missionaries must be very sensitive on respecting the 
identity of people they evangelize. The vernacular and the oral 
literature are the vehicles of the culture and the identity of each 
ethnic group. They shape the way people think, fix values and 
orientate patterns of behaviour. They are certainly part of the 
traditional society which holds to conservative values and fears 
transformation. Actually, a society, pressed by continuous 
changes that often undermines the identity of the people and 
provokes a void sub-culture, needs to hold on to solid roots. 
Change is of course unavoidable; in some cases it is most 
needed. The real challenge is about making the right steps, 
promoting a transformation that is deeply rooted in the identity 
of people. The Gospel is   w  s                           s ’  
throw away the old for the new, it rather promotes a 
transformation within the culture re-interpreting it in the new 
context. So being a Nuer, a Dinka, a Shilluk or a Bari and being a 
South Sudanese and also Christian is not a contradiction today. 
Jesus clearly said: “Every scribe who becomes a disciple of  he 
Kingdom of Heaven is like a householder who brings out from his 
s oreroom new  hings as well as old…” (Mt 13:51) 

Therefore the purpose of the book is twofold. First of all, the 
book offers the chance to the Nuer reader to enter into contact 
with his/her rich heritage through their vernacular. Secondly it 
gives the Nuer people the tools to present it to the neighboring 
people through the official language of the Republic of South 
Sudan, namely English. 
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This book belongs to the entire Nuer community because it 
has been compiled by drawing from the ancient tradition of the 
Nuer. In a wider sense it belongs to South Sudan and the world. 
I specifically want to acknowledge the work of Michael 
Thilyang Gatkek and Peter Jur Gai who collected most of the 
material. Michael Thilyang Gatkek worked mostly for the 
section of the tales, riddles and tongue twisters, whereas Peter 
Jur Gai focused mainly on the proverbs. Special thanks to all 
those who contributed with their advice and corrections: 
the Pastoral Team of Holy Trinity Parish (Old Fangak), Fr. 
Gregor Schmidt, Fr. Alfred Mawadri, Johannes Kuon 
Nyuon, James Lam Chuol, and several catechists. Thanks also 
to Fr. Gordon Paul Rees who patiently went through and 
checked the English flow of the tales. 

I hope that the English translation though interpreting the 
Nuer expressions might still convey the meaning and imaginary 
that is behind the Nuer worldview. 

 

Fr. Christian Carlassare, mccj 

St. Daniel Comboni, 10th October 2015 
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                   – NUER TALES 
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The banquet of the birds 

Once upon a time birds lived together. 
One day they called for a big banquet 
where also present was the Fox. When 
they sat and food was brought to them, 
s    s     “   ’s w    f           s      
are still absen ”    w      K         s    f 
f x’s s s     w s            T    f       
started picking up pieces of meat and 
eating alone. The marabou stork spoke with the fox saying: 
“                 w  H  w    s            q   ”          f x 
did not say a word. The st      s    s              s     “T  s  
 w            ’    s   ” H                f          sw    w   
it whole, and again, and again. To this day the marabou stork 
   s ’     w f          s  sw    ws    w                        
gathering ended and all the birds went to their way. 
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2. Wec leyni 
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The animal kingdom 
Once upon a time animals lived 
together with people. Every year, 
when the people would leave the 
villages to go to the cattle camp, 
they would all go together. And 
the elephant would always settle 
in the middle of the cattle camp. But along the way he would 
always get behind and arrive late at the cattle camp. One year 
the fox came up with a trick. He spoke to the people and said to 
the civet cat: “Why don’  you place your grey cows in  he middle 
of  he ca  le camp?” The civet cat liked the idea. He knew that it 
was the usual place of the elephant. So, he made a club of a very 
hard wood and then placed his cows in the middle of the cattle 
camp. When the elephant arrived, he asked who had placed the 
cows there. People told him that it was the civet cat that placed 
them there. The elephant got upset with the civet cat. The fox 
informed the civet cat and advised him to hit the elephant with 
his club. And so he did, the civet cat hit the elephant in the 
mouth and broke his tusk. People came to separate them and 
saw that there was the need of a doctor. As the fox had told 
them, they advised the elephant to go to the fox that was known 
as a good healer. The elephant went to the fox as he was told. 
The fox had already prepared his knife as sharp as a razor 
blade. He prepared a fire place with a large pot with boiling 
water. He started his job. He cut some flesh from the mouth of 
the elephant and put it into the pot to cook. It was painful, but 
the elephant endured the surgery. The fox did several cuts until 
he filled the pot with meat. So he discharged the elephant. 
When the meat was cooked, the fox divided it up. Everyone ate 
asking themselves where the fox could find such good meat. He 
told some that it was elephant meat. He told the hyenas that it 
was beef. He told the leopards that it was goat meat. He told the 
lions that it was gazelle meat. He told the people that it was 
waterbuck meat. The day after the fox said: “Le  each one live on 
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 he o her”. The people and animals scattered. Hyenas started 
catching cows and eating them. Leopards started catching 
goats. Lions started catching gazelle. People started hunting 
waterbucks. To this day animals eat each other; and people 
make animals their food. During all that confusion the fox hid 
his younger brother called Guaŋ in the grass. When the fighting 
finished the fox found that his brother Guaŋ was lost. The fox is 
still looking and calling his brother Guaŋ: this is in fact his cry 
up to now. However nobody ever saw him again. 
 

3. Bul nya nyigol 

K                                     
                                           
                                               
                                         
                   K              M             
                                          
                                       
                                  . Ci 
                                  
       K                          w w   
w      “Wa, b  la raan a?”              
                                   
                                  
                                   
        Ɛ  w                                  Ɛ        w  e dit mi 
                      “G  r   idii , g  r   idii ”  M                   
                                      w                         
                                                       M        
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                                                          w   
   w  T                                                         w       
M                                                               K       
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      rr  g  f  s  of     vu  ur ’s   ug   r 

Long time ago, the vulture called all the birds for the marriage 
feast of his daughter. The fox planned to have the singer at the 
marriage killed. The bird that had been called to sing was called 
‘Li h’. The fox spoke with the owl so that he would kill him. 
         f  s          v    ‘Li h’ went to sing and the owl 
killed him. All the birds went to collect their sticks to fight. 
During the fighting the saddle billed stork hit the ibis. Since 
then the ibis has a bad cough. In the throng there was also the 
   ss     s             “Wa, is he going to survive?” T   f         
was also hit and lost his spear in the grass. Up to now people 
who walk in the grassland get their legs hurt by a grass called 
“Francolin’s spear”               v                 Bidiit got lost 
and was never found again. It is for him that the Finfoot cries 
“I’m looking for  idii , I’m looking for  idii ”  D          
confusion of the fighting, the fox took the owl to his home. He 
told him that he would cut some feathers of his head so that he 
will not be recognized by the others. The fox cut his feathers so 
that his eyes were very well visible. When the birds asked who 
           ‘Li h’, the fox hinted: “You will recognise him by his 
eyes”. They understood he meant the owl and jumped against 
him. The owl managed to run away and hide himself. To this 
day the owl does not show himself during the day time; he 
comes out only at night. If birds see him during the day they 
will all chase after him. The fighting continued especially after 
some birds incited it. The openbill said: “Le  me be dumb if 
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conflic  will no  con inue”. The marabou stork continued: “And 
le  me have a  hroa  pouch”. Similarly the blue heron said: “And 
le  me be mad”. They fought all the day. The day after they were 
tired of fighting, they reprimanded each other. The fighting 
stopped. The openbill became dumb. A pendulous throat pouch 
appeared on the marabou stork. The blue heron became mad. 
T       s        s           ‘Li h’ that had been killed and 
s            s      T    s     w    ‘ anlie h’, a hawk, the 
        f ‘Li h’                “We will ransom your son like this: 
all birds will give you some of their chicks. Actually, when birds 
have chicks you will  ake some of  heir chicks”. It is for this 
agreement that the hawk takes the chicks of all other birds, and 
he targets especially the chicks of sparrows and chickens. 

 
4. Kiel 
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The marabou stork 
Once upon a time the marabou stork 
had much hair in his head. He used 
to rub ashes into the hair (as it was 
a custom among the Nuer). One day 
the fox tricked him, he told him: “If 
you really want to have a great hair 
dress you should oil your hair with 
resin and keep it for a few days to get 
your hair very bright”  T           
stork was pleased and did as the fox 
said. After two days the fox told him 
to wash the resin out of his hair and 
to get ready to go feasting together. 
But there was no way to take the 
resin out without losing all the hair. 
The stork felt very bad and was 
upset with the fox. Since then the marabou stork does not have 
hair on his head anymore. One day the stork planned his 
revenge. He invited the fox for a party in heaven where all birds 
are. They agreed that the stork would carry the fox up. 
However when they were very high in the sky, the stork let the 
fox fall down. The fox prayed: “Le  me fall in a sof  place”. While 
the stork prayed instead: “Le  him fall in a hard place”. The fox 
fell into a pool and got stuck in the mud. People would call him: 
“fox”  H  w       s    sw   w      f              T       
elephant went to drink at the pool and the fox took the strength 
to plead: “I am  he offspring of ‘Geng’ and go  s uck here in  he 
mud. If you are really a big and honourable person you should 
pull me ou ”. The elephant pulled the fox out. Again the fox said: 
“You should also wash me”. The elephant washed the fox. Then 
the fox run away. 
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The animals used to be friends once 
Once upon a time, the lion, the hyena, the leopard and the snake 
used to be friends. They decided to live together. They built a 
new house that could accommodate the four of them. However, 
after few days of living together, there were some 
misunderstandings and they realized that they had some 
incompatibilities. They called the fox to encourage them. “You 
 ook a very noble decision  o s ay  oge her” said the fox, “bu  i  is 
very difficul ”. The fox proposed: “You mus  make some rules in 
order  o respec  each o her”. They liked his indication. In the 
evening they sat together and shared a few rules: each animal 
stated a rule that the others would abide to. The lion said he did 
not tolerate noise. The hyena said that when he returns from an 
outing he did not want to be asked where he had been. The 
leopard said that he could not stand people looking at him. The 
snake said that he did not like to be touched. They thought that 
they could abide to these rules. They shared them with the fox 
who said that they were good: “If you respec   hem, you can live 
 oge her wi hou   roubles”. At first everything was fine. One day 
when the hyena came home the leopard asked him: “Where 
have you been?” The hyena got upset with the leopard: “Why did 
you ask me like  ha ? You broke my rule”. “And you, why do you 
look a  me like  ha ” said the leopard, “you also broke my rule”. 
They both started quarrelling. The lion heard their noise and 
shouted angrily: “Wha  is  his noise? You broke my rule”, and he 
started fighting with the other two. The snake heard the noise 
and raised his head to see what was going on. The three 
animals were fighting and fell on the snake. “You broke my rule” 
said the snake and bit them. They died. The day after the fox 
came to see them because he heard about the quarrel. He found 
the snake alone and asked him: “Did you kill each o her? You did 
not listen to what I told you! Animals can live together only if 
 hey respec  each o her”. 
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6. Lɛ ɛ m kɛnɛ Jak  k 
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The grey shrike and the pied crow 

The shrike is a very attractive bird and 
has a long reputation for conquering the 
heart of females. He used to wear a 
white necklace when he was going to 
the feasts. At a feast there was the crow 
which was jealous of his colleague; he 
thought that his incredible appeal was 
coming from the necklace. He went to 
the shrike and asked him the necklace 

for a night: “I need i  because I am going  o a feas   o mee  wi h a 
girl that I like. I will return your necklace tomorrow”. The shrike 
lent him his necklace. The crow went very pleased to the feast. 
He met with the girl and had a good conversation. At midnight 
he went home. The next morning he did not give back the 
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necklace, but kept it and went again to a feast and met that girl 
again. After two days the shrike went to the house of the crow 
to get the necklace back, but the crow hid himself. The third day 
the shrike went again to the house of the crow. When the crow 
saw the shrike, he ran away with the necklace. The shrike 
pursued him shouting: “Re urn my necklace”, but it was all 
hopeless. The shrike continues to claim back the necklace and 
this has become his cry to this day and the bitterness between 
the shrike and the crow continues till this day. 
 

7. Nyakuoth-Gɛɛr kɛnɛ Guɛk  
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The hoopoe, the frog and the white stork 
The hoopoe is one of the most beautiful 
birds. Both the frog and the white stork 
were trying to please her and attract her 
sympathy. The frog was more successful 
than the white stork; the hoopoe liked 
him. The white stork was disappointed 
and went to consult the fox. “I am  ired of 
 his s ory of  he frog wi h  he hoopoe” said 
the white stork, “Wha  can I do?” The fox 
suggested: “You go  o  he people of  aban and ge  from  hem 
such and such a herb”. The white stork did as the fox said. He 
brought the herb and spread it on the sleeping mat of the frog. 
The frog, after sleeping in that mat, got a tropical skin disease 
called “yaws”. His body itched greatly and was full of open 
sores. He became weak and skinny, so much that his eyes 
looked very big. He felt hopeless. He went to the hoopoe he 
loved and told her about his situation: “I am going  o abandon 
the village and I will go  o live by  he river”. The hoopoe prayed 
to God for him: “Do no  le   he frog die, as he lives in  he river 
gran  him  o come up  o  he surface”. It is because of the prayer 
of the hoopoe that we see the frog coming up to the surface and 
then going down again under water. The frog lives in the river 
      s s      s                      ‘yaws’ sickness. The white 
stork became instead the boyfriend of the hoopoe. 
 

8.     go o r   o   
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The cormorant still looks for the axe 

Once upon a time birds lived together with 
people. One day birds met together to 
discuss about how bad people are. They 
planned to cut off their hands with an axe so 
that they would not do bad things anymore. 
They all agreed. However the fox heard 
about their plan. After the meeting the fox 
went to speak with the kite. He told the kite: 
“Tomorrow birds will cu  off  he hands of 
people; if they succeed it will be a big problem 
for you; how will you ge  all  he food you ge  from people?”  The 
kite understood his point and asked what could be done. The 
fox exposed his plan: when birds meet tomorrow, they will all 
pray first. I will be the last to pray. While praying I will raise the 
axe and you will come and catch it from me. All birds will follow 
you, but you will go to throw it into the river. You will save 
people and their hands. The day after everything went as the 
fox said. While praying he raised the axe, the kite picked it and 
flew into the sky. All birds flew after him. But he was faster; he 
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reached the river and threw the axe into the water. Seeing that, 
the cormorant dived into the river to look for the axe. He tried 
several time hopelessly, he could not recover it. When he was 
too cold, he would come out and open his wings to dry his 
feathers. The cormorant is still now diving into the water 
looking for the axe. Sometimes he manages to get a fish and 
eats it. However he always says: I’m ac ually looking for  he axe. 
People know it and say, the cormorant is looking for the axe. 
 

9.   o    u    n 
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The axe made of clay 

One day in the morning the black stork made his nest on top of 
a palm tree and laid one egg. At midday the fox came down that 
road and sat under the tree to rest because the sun was very 
hot. By chance he looked up and saw the stork. He cried out: 
“Why did you  ake  his  ree?” The stork just answered that she 
did her nest to lay her egg. But the fox exclaimed: “This is my 
 ree, and I  us  came  o cu  i  down”, showing an axe he just 
made out of clay, “I wan   o make a canoe ou  of i ”. The stork 
answered back: “Where can I go now?” The fox proposed: “If you 
wan  you can s ay, bu  you will give me an egg every day”. They 
agreed. Every day the stork would lay one egg and hand it over 
to the fox. She remained only with one egg to hatch. The 
pellican was often coming to rest on the top of the palm tree. 
One day he asked the stork: “Where are all your eggs?” “They 
have been finished by  he fox” the stork answered. “How come?” 
asked the pellican. The stork explained the story saying that the 
fox would cut his palm tree down. The pellican retorted: “Where 
would the fox find the axe? The axe belongs only to people. His 
axe is an axe made of clay: i  is a lie”. He concluded: “If he comes 
again le  him cu   he  ree down, if he can”. The day after, when 
the fox came and claimed an egg, the stork refused it and said: 
“As you said, cu  your  ree. I will go somewhere else holding  he 
only egg under my wing”. The fox aimed at the tree with his axe, 
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but when he hit the tree the axe broke into pieces. The fox 
promised to get another axe. It also turned out to be an axe 
made of clay. The fox had obtained the eggs of the stork just 
showing an axe made of clay. People still say: “Do no  deceive 
people wi h an axe made of clay”. After a few days the fox was 
again under the tree asking the stork: “ y dear friend, who 
revealed  o you my  rick?” The stork told him that it had been 
the pellican. The fox went to the river where he found the 
pellican. He asked him: “If  here is wind from  his side where do 
you move?” “I go  o  ha  side” said the pellican showing the 
direction. “And if  he wind comes from  ha  side, where do you 
move?” asked the fox again; “I will come  his side” showed the 
pellican coming closer to the fox. The fox rapidly caught him 
and beat him severely. The fox said: “You wen   o  each the 
s ork, and you have no  ye   augh  yourself!” 
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The fox, the hyena, the spiky fish and the mud fish 

The hyena and the fox are blood related. The fox is in fact the 
nephew of the hyena. The fox likes fishing. One day he went to 
fish. He found a pond of water with many spiky fish. He caught 
them and grilled them. He called his uncle hyena to share the 
meal. They ate. When they finished, the hyena asked the fox 
where he could find such good fish. The fox answered: “If I  ell 
you I know you migh  decide  o ea  me”. The hyena answered: 
“Dear nephew you are  he son of my sis er, I will never ea  you”. 
The fox accompanied the hyena to the pond and told him: “Jump 
in o  he wa er on your back”. The fox left. The hyena jumped 
into the water as the fox has said. Many spiky fish pierced the 
back of the hyena and remained there. The hyena came out 
from the water and asked a marabou stork to remove the fish. 
The stork wanted to receive in gift the fish that he would pull 
off. At first the hyena refused, but then he could do nothing else 
but accept. The stork removed all the fish and the hyena felt 
relieved. “When I mee  wi h  he fox, I will fix him” exclaimed the 
hyena. The day after the hyena met with the fox. He shouted at 
him. But the fox answered politely: “Uncle, le ’s go  oge her. I 
give you ano her meal  o  as e”. They went home; the fox had 
cooked some mud fish. The hyena ate it and found it very good. 
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“Where do you find  his  as y fish?” asked the hyena. The fox 
repeated: “If I  ell you I know you migh  decide  o ea  me”. The 
hyena answered: “Dear nephew you are  he son of my sis er, I 
will never ea  you”. They went to the river. The fox accompanied 
the hyena close to the den of the mud fish and told his uncle: 
“Jus  wave your penis a   he mou h of  his den”. The fox left. The 
hyena did as the fox had said. The 
mud fish came and bit off the penis 
of the hyena. To this day people 
       s            ’s     s      
when women clean the interior of 
the mud fish they always find 
s               s        ‘hyena’s 
penis’. 
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The fox, the hyena and the firewood 

Since all that happened, the 
fox feared that the hyena 
might bite and eat him. One 
day they met and the hyena 
told him: “ y dear nephew, you 
will no  see  he sun again”. But 
the fox is very shrewd. He 
answered: “ y dear uncle, I 
want to tell you good news”. 
“Tell me” said the hyena. “Your 
sis er  us  cooked a very good piece of mea ” said the fox, “she 
 us  sen  me  o call you”. The hyena was very happy and 
exclaimed: “Is  here a man  ha  could ea   he son of his sis er? 
Le ’s go home.” When they approached some houses, the fox 
said to the hyena: “Uncle,  here are people here: if  hey see you 
 hey will kill you”. The hyena replied: “Where should I go?” The 
fox proposed: “I will  ie you  oge her wi h  he firewood and  his 
will hide you. Wait here for me. I will come back wi h  he mea ”. 
The hyena accepted. The fox went home, and took back some 
meat using a shell as a spoon. The fox put the meat in his mouth 
and the hyena ate. The fox went for more meat. The third time, 
the hyena swallowed the meat with the shell. The fox tried to 
make him vomit it up but the hyena could not. The fox ran to his 
mother saying: “There are many scorpions in  ha  firewood.  ea  
i !” The mother took a heavy stick and beat the firewood. She 
violently hit the leg of the hyena which cried out. The hyena run 
away but his front leg is still now crooked because it has been 
broken by his sister. 
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12. Guak kɛnɛ Yak kɛ tuaar 
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The fox, the hyena and the honey 

The fox fears the hyena because he 
deceived him. Therefore the hyena 
always tries to eat him. One day they 
met by chance and the hyena threatened 
to eat the fox. But the fox implored the 
hyena: “Dear uncle do no  ea  me, le  us 
go to my home instead and I will offer you 
delicious food”. They went home and the 
fox gave honey to the hyena. The hyena found it very sweet and 
good to his taste. “Where do you find i , dear nephew”, asked the 
hyena. The fox answered: “If I show i , you migh  ea  me”. “I will 
no  ea  you”, retorted the hyena. They went under a tree where 
there was a big beehive. The fox told the hyena: “Now, when you 
climb the tree I have better to tie you to the tree so that you will 
not fall while doing the work. Later a man with a wild animal 
skin will pass by  his way, you will call him and he will un ie you”. 
The fox tied the hyena to a branch of the tree. Then the fox said: 
“Now, knock  he hive wi h a s ick”. The hyena knocked the hive 
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several times. In doing so a swarm of bees came out and stung 
the hyena. He cried a lot. The fox enjoyed hearing the hyena 
crying. When it was enough he wore a wild animal skin and 
went to free the hyena. When the hyena saw the fox with the 
skin he could not recognize him and called to him: “Come, 
please, come  o un ie me”. The fox went and untied the hyena, 
and then he made as if he had to continue on his way. The 
hyena came down from the tree: he had been stung by many 
bees. 
 

13. Yak liaacni 
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The greedy hyena 
There was a year where there was a big flood and the harvest 
had been very poor. People survived just eating fish. Many men 
left the villages to go to fish in the middle of the swamps. There 
was a man who was a very good fisherman. He caught many 
fish, and dried them. Once dried, he hung the dry fish on a tree. 
When he had many he thought to take some dry fish home to 
his children. But he could not take all. How could he leave the 
rest at the fishing place without a person desiring it? It could be 
easily eaten by wild animals. Nevertheless he prepared some 
dry fish to take home, and he fastened the rest of dry fish in a 
bundle on a high branch on a tree. He went home. It took three 
days to reach home. He remained home for two days. The 
children were very happy that the father took them some dry 
fish to eat. Then he told the family: “Le  us go  o collec   he 
remaining dry fish”. They went and along the way he was often 
repeating: “Le  us hope  ha  hyenas did no  ea   he dry fish I lef ”. 
He did not know that, as soon as he left the fishing place, a 
hyena arrived there attracted by the smell of the fish. When 
they arrived at the fishing place they saw under the tree the 
dead hyena. What happened was that the hyena continued 
aiming at the dry fish for several days thinking that it would 
succeed at last, it instead weakened and died because there was 
no way to get to it. The 
hyena died of hunger 
under the tree where the 
dry fish was without 
getting any. The man 
and his children were 
happy that the dry fish 
was not eaten. People 
often say: “you will die 
for nothing as the hyena 
of the dry fish”. 
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14. Lony 
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The lion 
Once upon a time the lion lived with his grandmother. She 
loved him very much, she raised him very well and she made 
sure he never missed a meal. The grandmother used to make 
butter and the lion loved butter, but she did not want to give it 
to him, she would put it in a gourd and hang it on the roof. The 
lion knew where it was and always asked the grandmother for 
some butter but she always refused it. One day the 
grandmother went out and left the lion home with the other 
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cousins. While they were playing, the lion thought he could get 
some butter. He went into the house, got down the gourd and 
ate the butter so greedily that he swallowed also the gourd. 
When the grandmother came home, she called all her nephews 
and asked them: “Who among you a e  he bu  er?” “We don’  
know” they answered, “ask  he lion because he wen  in o  he 
house while we were playing”. The grandmother called the lion 
and asked: “Did you ea   he bu  er?” “No, I did no ” answered the 
lion. “So, who did i ?” said the grandmother. “I do no  know” the 
lion replied. But the grandmother retorted: “Look son of my 
daughter, you have better to tell the truth if you are the one who 
a e i ”. But still the lion insisted: “I did no ”. So the grandmother 
concluded: “If you a e it and you refuse to tell me the truth, I will 
curse you so that the 
truth will appear on 
your body”. They 
separated. After few 
days it appeared in 
the stools of the lion: 
there were pieces of 
the gourd he 
swallowed. Up to 
now pieces of gourd 
can be found in the 
stools of lions. 
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The turtle 

The turtle is an animal that lives in the river and belongs to the 
family of ‘Gu  ’ likewise the crocodile, the monitor lizard, the 
different species of lizards and the tortoise. Once upon a time 
birds organized a great meal in heaven. All birds would go and 
the turtle wanted to go too. He was known to be a dreadful 
glutton. His problem was that he did not have wings to fly up to 
heaven. He met with the birds: “ y bro hers, I wish  o go  o  he 
feas  wi h you.  u  I don’  have wings  o reach  here. I  hough  
that you could help me: each bird could give me one of their 
fea hers”. The birds agreed and gave him their feathers. After 
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fixing the feathers, the turtle tried to fly, and it worked fine. The 
birds encouraged him: “Don’  worry, if you ge   ired on  ha  day 
we will help and carry you up”. So the day arrived, the turtle 
started the journey with the birds. When he was tired the birds 
helped him up until they reached the cloud where the feast had 
been prepared. They all sat. After a while a paper came where 
each bird should write his name, so that the organizers will 
know the attendants. Each bird wrote his name and the turtle 
wrote: “I am ‘all-of-you’”. They brought the food. The turtle 
started eating as if all food was his and asked: “Why don’  you 
call for your food?” “Who do you  hink  his food is for?” asked the 
birds. “I  is mine” answered the turtle. The birds called the 
organizer and asked about the food: “I  is for all-of-you”. And the 
turtle commented: “Do you see, I am ‘all-of-you’. I  is my food”. 
The turtle ate the meat and enjoyed the meal while the birds 
were just looking. When the turtle was satisfied, the birds ate 
the leftovers. They were upset. After eating they left the 
banquet and the turtle remained in heaven alone with the crow. 
The turtle sent the crow to his wife: “Tell her  ha  I am coming 
down. She should prepare a soft place with many clothes where I 
would land”. The crow said: “I will go  o  ell her” but he was also 
upset and he told something different to the wife of the turtle. 
“Sca  er hard poles  o cover  he field. The  ur le will come 
 omorrow”. The next day the turtle jumped down. He fell on the 
poles and broke his 
back. The wife called 
a doctor who could 
stitch his back but it 
remained with many 
knots as it is now. 
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The monkey and the crocodile 
Once upon a time the monkey and the crocodile were good 
friends. At midday the monkey would always go to the river 
bank and call the crocodile: “Crocodile come! Le  us cha  
 oge her”. The crocodile would hear him and go to his friend to 
have some pleasant time together. On day the chief of all the 
crocodiles was severely ill. Several doctors tried to help him but 
could not find a cure. They all said that it would be worthy to 
try an ancient tradition: he should eat the heart of a monkey to 
get better. And so they told the crocodiles to be on the alert and 
hunt a monkey for their chief. The following day the crocodile 
met with the monkey at the river bank. He told the monkey: “I 
wish we could go together to visit a friend of mine across the 
river”  T                                ’  sw    T             
offered the monkey his back to carry him across the river. The 
crocodile took his friend in the middle of the river to the place 
of his chief. He told the monkey: “ y friend, i  is good  ha  we 
came to visit my chief. He is severely ill and the doctors said he 
would need a heart of a monkey for getting better. I wish, in 
name of our friendship,  ha  you could give your hear ”. The 
monkey was clever and answered considerately: “I will help you 
with my heart as you asked. However I left it on the tree at home. 
You should  ake me back so  ha  I can give i   o you”. The 
crocodile was pleased and helped the monkey to get back. Once 
they reached the river bank, the monkey jumped swiftly and 
climbed his tree. Once on top 
of the tree he yelled to the 
crocodile: “You are a s upid 
crocodile, so go and look for a 
stupid monkey that will give 
you his heart. Personally I 
want to keep my heart for it is 
precious”. Hence the monkey 
saved his life and feels safe 
staying in the trees. 
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The Nile perch and the crocodile 

The Nile perch is the biggest among all the other fish of the Nile 
River. The crocodile also lives in the water. In the past the 
crocodile respected the Nile perch because he was afraid of his 
big mouth. He feared to be swallowed by the Nile perch. One 
day when they casually met, the Nile perch decided to friendly 
saying, “Do no  be afraid. Look in o my mou h. I do no  have 
 ee h”. He opened his big mouth and the crocodile saw that in 
fact he had no teeth. The Nile perch did not realize that he 
betrayed himself. The crocodile bit and ate the Nile perch at 
once. And so to this day people say: “Do no  be ray yourself as 
 he Nile perch did”. 
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The frog and the hare 

Once upon a time the frog and the hare found themselves 
competing for the same girl. They both wanted to marry her. 
The girl liked the frog, but her father preferred the hare. They 
met with the father-in-law to be and both made their request. 
The man did not know how to sort out the issue. Then he had 
an idea. He told them that they would compete in a running 
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competition. The winner would marry the girl. The frog and the 
hare went home. The frog knew that the hare was faster 
because he could not run well but just jump. So, the frog met 
with the council of frogs and told them: “The girl likes me bu  
she will marry the hare because of the trick of her father. 
Tomorrow I will compete but the hare will be faster than I. What 
can I do?” The frogs discussed and found a solution: “We will 
 oin you in  he compe i ion”. And they continued: “We shall do 
like this. Tomorrow we will hide ourselves along the path in the 
grass at a jumps distance from each other. You, the bridegroom, 
you will get ready at the end. Frogs all look the same, nobody will 
see  he  rick”. They all agreed. The day after the competition 
started. One frog would jump and hide in the grass while the 
second jumped already ahead of the hare. The hare would ask 
astonished: “Where are you?” And the frog in front of him would 
reply: “I am here”. They run like that until the hare was out of 
breath. At the end, the frog, bridegroom-
to-be, showed himself at winning post 
first, while the hare was still far off. As 
promised the fa       v    s         ’s 
hand in marriage to the frog. 
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The hyena and the warning of God 
In the beginning the world was created without mosquitoes. 
One day God asked the hyena to carry for him to the river a 
gourd which was sealed. He warned: “Do no  open i  for any 
reason”. The hyena carried the gourd with the strong desire to 
see what was in it. At last the hyena could not resist, she 
opened it. At once a huge swarm of mosquitoes came out from 
the gourd. Since then mosquitoes populate all the earth and bite 
people. People are unaware that the hyena is responsible for 
that because she did not respect the warning of God. 
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The hyena and his brother donkey 
The hyena and the donkey were brothers. Their father was 
       ‘Dɔl’  T            w s        ‘Nyaguok’. Sometime ago, 
the hyena and the donkey were living together with their 
parents. One day they told the father they wanted to go to the 
city. The father disliked the idea because he heard that people 
who go to the city may get poisoned with the heart of the 
vulture that would make them to disrespect their parents. But 
the mother convinced him to let them go. So, the hyena and the 
donkey left home for the city. When they arrived they saw that 
people drank a lot of alcohol that make them feel strong. The 
donkey drank until he fell down drunk. He did not have money, 
so he drank making debts. The following day the hyena tried to 
convince his brother to return home. But the donkey said: “Go 
ahead, I will follow you”. The hyena left and went home. When 
he arrived home he found that the father has just passed away. 
After few days the mother told the hyena to go and bring back 
his brother so that he could pay his respects to the dead father. 
The hyena went back to the city and found the donkey 
completely drunk sleeping along the street. He woke him up: 
“Donkey wake up!” and the donkey answered with a terrible 
hangover: “Who are you?” “I am your bro her”, said the hyena. 
“Oh, my bro her” said the donkey, “do you wan  some of my 
alcohol?” “No” said the hyena, “our mo her sen  me  o  ell you 
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 ha  our fa her passed away. Le  us go  o pay him our respec s”. 
But the donkey replied: “I don’  unders and you”. The following 
day the hyena tried to convince his brother to leave together 
but the donkey said sharply: “Go ahead, I will follow you af er 
seven days”. The hyena went home and told everything to their 
mother. They waited but the donkey did not come home. So, 
Nyaguok decided to proceed with the funeral celebration. And 
then told the hyena: “From now on you will bi e donkeys when 
you will meet them because your brother did not come for the 
funeral celebra ion of your fa her”. For these words of their 
mother the hyena attacks donkeys up to this day. 
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The vulture and his cow 
One day the vulture and the fox went to rustle cattle. When they 
found where cattle were grazing, the vulture got a cow whereas 
the fox got an ox. While going home with their two cattle, 
people got close to them: they were looking for their stolen 
cows. The fox ran away with his ox. The vulture instead could 
not make it because he was not a good runner. He said: “I am 
ready  o be killed for my cow” which means that he would not 
leave his cow at the cost of his life. When people approached 
him they beat him heavily but he did not leave the cow. Seeing 
his endurance they allowed him to take the cow. So the vulture 
took his cow home where there was also the fox with his ox. 
After few days the cow delivered while grazing in the field. The 
fox was there and could plan a plot to get the calf. He polished 
the cow with water and stained his ox with blood instead. He 
made it home saying that his ox had delivered the calf while the 
cow could not stop from mooing desperately. The vulture was 
very upset and took the fox in court. The fox was so vocal in the 
court that nobody, not even the judge, could sort out the matter. 
The judge sent for the night jar that is a beautiful streaked bird 
well-known for his insight. The night jar knew all about the 
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matter. He arrived in a hurry saying: “Le ’s be fas  and solve  he 
ma  er quickly because I lef  my fa her in labour a  home”. 
People were astounded and the fox burst: “I’ve never heard  ha  
a man can give bir h!” “Oh” the night jar replied, “wha  abou  
your ox?” At that point the case was solved: the calf was given to 
the vulture. But the fox could not accept the verdict and 
accused the vulture of being a liar. After some time the fox came 
across the cow of the vulture. He dirtied it with mud and hid it 
among a herd of deer. He called the vulture and showed him the 
deer. He said: “S rike  ha  one in fron , s rike also  ha  one in  he 
middle”        s w       v                s   w      w       T   
fox sent the vulture to call other people. In the meanwhile he 
skinned the cow, hid the meat and buried the head leaving the 
horns out. And when people arrived the fox said to everyone: “A 
Spirit  ook  he cow. Le  us  ry and dig i  up”. They dug the head 
up and were astonished because the body had already been 
taken by the alleged spirit. The fox concluded: “Dear vul ure, 
console yourself wi h  he horns of your cow”.  
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The fox, the vulture and the night jar 

Once upon a time the fox and the vulture were living together. 
Every day they would go fishing. Then the fox would cook the 
fish and trick the vulture in the following way. He would rub 
ashes on the good fish and cover the bad ones with oil so that 
they would appear nicer. At table the fox would ask the vulture 
whether he would eat the good or the bad ones, and always the 
vulture would exclaim: “I will ea   he good fish” but take into his 
dish the bad ones. The trick of the fox worked for long time and 
the vulture never found out the truth. However one day the 
night jar came to stay with them. The night jar knew the 
cunning of the fox. They went fishing and brought the fish 
home. The fox did the cooking and performed the same trick: he 
rubbed ashes on the good fish and covered the bad ones with 
oil. They sat at table and the fox asked nyanlew: “Would you 
prefer  hese good fish or  hose bad ones?” The night jar 
answered: “These bad fish are fine for me”. The fox was 
surprised and thought to himself: “He has uncovered my  rick”, 
he laughed and sang: “You ‘Lew’, you ‘Lew’, i ’s ok, le  us ea ”. 
Another day the fox cooked fish and hid some in the grass. The 
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fox did not know that the night jar was there in the grass and 
saw him. The fox went home, cooked some other fish and did as 
he was used to. The night jar ate all the fish the fox had hidden 
in the grass and then went home and had lunch with the fox. 
Then they went to play out-doors with the hockey stick. When 
the fox hit the rubber ball, he sang: “Every man has a secre ”. 
And the night jar answered: “Yes, a los  secre ”. When the fox 
heard those words he sobbed several times. The night jar asked 
him: “Why do you sob?” and the fox answered: “I am  us  
remembering my beloved ones who passed away”. But the night 
jar retorted: “Is i  no  ins ead  ha  you don’  like  ha  I found ou  
your  ricks?” So the fox concluded: “You ‘Lew’, you ‘Lew’, son of 
my sister, cunning is good” and was happy with the night jar: he 
did not try to trick him again. 
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The wealth of dogs 
Once upon a time dogs 
cultivated the land. They used 
to hoe and harvest the 
sorghum. They were very 
wealthy. One day a dog thought 
that his wealth would never 
end. When he saw a man who 
was burning the dry grass he 
challenged him saying: “Se  my 
granary aligh ”. All the sorghum got burnt. After few days, a 
great famine appeared in that land. The dog knew he had made 
a great mistake. He had a meeting with his uncle the fox. He told 
the fox: “I am exhaus ed by  he famine. I will go  o s ay wi h 
people”. The fox answered: “Le  me look in o i  firs ”. He was in 
fact a fortune-teller. He brought some small stones and started 
to throw them. “Ouch! my bro her” the fox said, “people will cu  
your ears”. Again: “Ouch! People will cas ra e you. They will fling 
your food to the ground. They will beat you and tie you with a 
rope. And if you speak up you will see all sorts of evil they will do 
 o you. Turn your ear deaf. They will mas er you!” “ y bro her, 
wha  shall I do?”                  “    s                   s  v   
            f       ”  S                 s   v  w        le. 
They cut their ears, castrate them, fling their food to the 
ground, and beat them as the fox said. However dogs still 
endure these sufferings because they are lazy. 
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Why fish have no tongue 

Once upon a time the fish had a tongue, but he used to say lots 
of bad things. One day he spoke to the hippo and said: “Your 
nose has  oo big nos rils, cu  i ”. The hippo got angry and 
answered back: “This nose is no  yours, i  is mine. I will no  cu  
i ”. The hippo caught the fish and beat him. The fish cried. In his 
cry he cursed the hippo saying: “In seven days  ime you will die”. 
The hippo released him and the fish swam away. The hippo was 
shocked and visited all his friends announcing that he would 
die in seven days time: “I  was  he fish who said i ”. The friends 
comforted the hippo and said that the fish has a bad tongue. 
“We will pull his  ongue ou . He will s ay wi hou  a  ongue and 
will no  say anymore  o anyone  ha   hey will die”. At night the 
hippo with his friends went to look for the fish in the river. 
They caught it and pulled his tongue out and threw it in the 
middle of the river. The fish swam to look for his tongue, but 
could not find it. To this day the fish is always looking for his 
tongue but it has been 
lost ever since. What 
about your tongue, is it 
bad like the one of the 
fish? Master you 
tongue, do not say bad 
things to others. 
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The fox and his sister 
Once upon a time, the fox gave his 
sister in marriage to four animals 
and later to God. The four animals 
to which the sister of the fox was 
married were the tortoise, the 
python, the crocodile and the 
giraffe. The first animal to marry 
the sister of the fox was the tortoise. One day the fox was 
chatting with his brother-in-law near the fireplace. The fox told 
the tortoise: “Le ’s wres le”. “Why?” asked the tortoise. Suddenly 
the fox threw the tortoise into the fire and held it on the 
embers. “You will break my shell?” cried out the tortoise. But the 
fox push it down with more strength, until the tortoise got 
roasted on the fire. The fox ate the tortoise. When the sister of 
the fox came, she found that her husband had been eaten. She 
got upset and the fox went away for two days. After three days 
he came back and told the brother of the tortoise that he would 
take his sister to his home. The fox gave his sister in marriage 
to the python. They lived together. One day the fox went to look 
after the cows. He was caught in heavy rain and when he came 
back he was very cold. When he entered the barn he found that 
the python was all around the fireplace and had to struggle to 
make the python move and find a small place near the fire. They 
slept. The day after the python went to look after the cows. He 
was caught in the midst of a heavy rain. When the python came 
back home, he found the fox had fenced the fireplace with poles. 
The python had a big job to remove the fence and to find a place 
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near to the fire. The day after the fox went to look after the 
cows. The fox went with his knife and a file. While in the bush 
he sharpened the knife. It also rained. The fox went home and 
found the python all around the fireplace. He touched the 
python for three times asking: “Who is  here”. “I am  he py hon” 
answered his brother in law. When he caught his neck, he just 
cut through and severed him. The fox did not tell the truth to 
his sister; he just told her that her husband was sick. For two 
days she just took the food at the door and then the fox would 
eat it alone. When the sister of the fox entered the room and 
saw that his husband was dead, the fox run away. The third day 
the fox came back and took his sister at home. He gave his sister 
in marriage to the crocodile. The sister produced many eggs. 
One day she had to go to the river and asked the brother to 
hatch the eggs. The sister delayed at the river place. The fox ate 
all the eggs. When she arrived home and found the misdeed, 
she wanted to beat her brother. The fox run toward the river 
while the crocodile was coming home. She cried to the 
husband: “Kill him” but the crocodile did not hear well; and the 
fox said: “She says you should help me  o cross  he river”. And so 
he did. Only when they reached the other side of the river the 
fox told the crocodile the truth. Though the crocodile tried to 
take hold of him, the fox run away. After few days the fox made 
his sister divorce the crocodile and gave her in marriage to the 
giraffe. One day a visitor arrived at home. The giraffe told the 
wife to cook some porridge and leave it without oil.  When the 
porridge was brought, the giraffe cut his shinbone and out came 
some liquid like oil. The visitor ate and the fox remained 
looking. The day after the fox went to his home. After few days 
the fox had a visitor at home. He told the wife to cook some 
porridge and leave it without oil. When the food came, the fox 
did as the giraffe did. He cut his shinbone thinking that some oil 
would come. It was very painful and nothing came other than 
blood. After few days he went to the giraffe and angrily 
announced that he would take his sister home: they divorced. 
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The fox gave his sister to God as his spouse. God stated eight 
rules for the fox to stay in his household: 1) you will not sit on 
my mat 2) you will not smoke with my pipe 3) I will smear the 
barn with porridge and oil, so you will not eat it 4) My son will 
be hurled to me and I will catch him, you will not bring him to 
me 5) You will not urinate on your mat 6) The cows will make 
noise and fight in the barn, you will not interfere 7) There is a 
     w       s “         s    ”                      Y   w         
a  voice saying: “ y kidneys hur ”, do not answer. The next day 
the fox sat on the mat of God and smoked his pipe. When he 
finished he could not take the pipe from his mouth. The mat 
also got stuck to his bottom. He cried and God came to help him. 
The next night a bird came who cried “ y head is big”, and the 
fox could not but repeat “ y head is big”. And his head started 
growing. He cried to God and he came and helped him. They 
went back to sleep. While sleeping he urinated on the mat. 
Later he could not sleep anymore because he was continually 
disturbed by the need to go for a short call. He cried and God 
helped him. Later in the night the fox heard a voice “ y kidneys 
hur ” and as the fox repeated those words his kidneys started to 
hurt. He cried and God came again to help. After a while there 
was a lot of noise from the barn, there was an uproar among 
the cows. The fox went to see and a group of cows stepped on 
him. He was in pain and cried aloud. God came to help him. 
Dawn came, the fox smeared the body of the barn with the oil. 
And God asked: “Should  his food  o be was ed  o smear  he wall 
of  he barn?” The hand of the fox remained stuck to the wall 
that he was smearing. He cried and God helped him. Then the 
child of God cried and God told the wife to hurl the child to him. 
God caught his son. When the fox went home he had all this in 
his mind. When the child of the fox started to cry, he told his 
wife to hurl the child to him. He missed it. The child fell on the 
ground and died. The mother cried. God came and raised the 
child again. For this reason the fox did not make her sister 
divorce: she is still married to God. 
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The fox, the night jar and the beast 
One day the fox and the night jar met and resolved to go raiding 
cows in the cattle camp of the beasts. When they arrived at the 
cattle camp the night jar said to the fox: “Le ’s ge  a cow wi h big 
horns”. The fox refused saying: “Le ’s ge  a cow wi hou  horns”. 
The night jar approved. They got the first cow without horns 
they saw; they did not realize it was not a cow but a beast. They 
put a rope around its neck and lead the supposed cow into the 
bush. The fox held the rope and pulled the cow, the night jar 
followed at the back. The beast decided to let them carry him to 
their place and then to eat them. A big storm came. At the flash 
of a lightening, the fox looked back and saw the teeth of the 
beast. He got scared but he did not say anything, he just invited 
the night jar: “Come, hold  he rope. I need  o go for a shor  call”. 
As soon as the night jar took up the rope, the fox ran away. It 
took a moment for the night jar to realize that the cow was 
actually a beast. The beast told the night jar: “Do not worry. Just 
 ake me  o  he fox’s home”. They went to the home of the fox. 
The fox was at home singing: “A   he flash of lightning I saw his 
 ee h; I lef  him  o ‘Lew Nyaŋ Cuor’” The night jar answered back 
singing: “Do no  boas ; I  us   ied i  a   he door post of your 
house”. The fox hearing the voice answered: “Who?” and the 
night jar retorted: “The guy you know”. The fox understood that 
he was in trouble now. He resolved to hide inside a skin bag 
with his knife. The beast came inside the house. He asked the 
f x’s w f   “Where is your husband”. She answered: “I don’  
know”. The beast looked for the fox in the house but did not find 
     T      s           f x’s w f   “I am  aking  hese bags of 
 obacco”      f x’s w f    s              s       “Do no   ake 
 hem;  hey belong  o fox’s in-laws”. The beast took one bag: he 
chose exactly the one where the fox was hidden. The fox 
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understood he was in trouble again. When the time came the 
fox pierced the beast with the knife. The beast released the bag 
and the fox run away. The beast thought in his mind: “No 
problem. I will mee  him again a  his home”. The fox went to the 
river and fished. When the beast arrived at the home of the fox, 
he found the fox roasting the fish. They ate together. When they 
finished the beast told the fox: “Show me where I can find good 
fish like  ha ” but the fox refused. Then the fox said to the beast: 
“Wai  for me here; I am coming back soon”, but he ran to hide 
somewhere. The beast was upset and promised himself to get 
another chance against the fox. Another day when the beast 
            f x’s         w s          s     s   T   f x     
placed many feathers on top of each anthill. The fox told the 
beast: “Now you are in serious  rouble. All  hose guys are my 
rela ives, sons of ‘Geng’. They will kill you”. The beast: “Wha  can 
I do?” and the fox said: “I will blind you  o save your life” thinking 
that they will not kill a blind man. So he did. The fox led the 
beast to his home where the beast remained until he died of 
hunger. The fox was safe again. 
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The fox and the beast 
During a dry season, the beast was walking with a male goat 
saying: “Who would accep   he gift of my goat now, and then I 
will ea  him a   he firs  rain?” He travelled all the country but no 
one asked for the goat. When the beast reached the place of the 
fox, he proposed the deal and the fox answered: “Give me  he 
goat and then, when the time comes, you will ea  me”. The beast 
gave him the goat and went. The fox gave the goat to his wife 
and told her to kill and cook it: “I will ea  some mea . The res  
you will dry it so that I will eat it over a long time. I will eat it 
myself unless you want to be ea en by  he beas  along wi h me”. 
The wife said: “No”. She cooked some meat for the husband and 
saved the rest. The fox had meat to eat until the first rain. At the 
f  s              s      v          f x’s        T   f x s     “Le ’s 
go”, but the beast suggested: “Le ’s sleep and go  omorrow 
morning”. The fox had a plan: he ate the red ashes of burnt cow 
dung. In the morning he was ill. The beast saw him vomiting 
red stuff and thought they were clots of blood. The fox told him: 
“I will no  be in condi ion  o walk. If you  hink le ’s go anyway”. 
The beast told him: “You had be  er  o wai  few days and recover 
from your illness”. The beast went. The fox went to look for a 
crow and a guinea fowl. He put them in his house. He provided 
himself also with a razor blade and a needle stained with blood. 
The beast came back. The fox told him: “I am a professional 
 a  oois . Can I pain  a  a  oo in your body?” The beast accepted. 
“Come in” said the fox, “Which pa  ern do you prefer? Do you 
prefer white lines in the neck like the crow or with white spots 
like  he guinea fowl?” “The crow pa  ern” said the beast. “Good 
choice” said the fox, “le ’s go  o your home, I will  a  oo you 
 here”. They left together and the fox was carrying his razor 
blade and needle. They arr v             s ’s       T    s      
The day after the fox told the beast: “I will  a  oo you in  he 
house and nobody mus  come”. They went in. The fox shaved the 
neck of the beast. He marked the pattern of the tattoo with 
white ashes. He showed to the beast how the result would be 
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and the beast said it was fine. The fox started his work and cut 
lines on the neck of the beast. At each line the beast would 
moan but the fox would answer: “Hold on”. When the fox 
finished the neck, he told the beast to lie on his back. He went 
heavily to his throat and the beast screamed and jumped up. 
The wife heard the yell and ran into the house. The fox ran 
away. “I will ca ch  ha  fox” thought the beast. After few days 
the beast set out to look for the fox. He found that the fox had 
moved his house on top of a palm tree. He saw the rope with 
which the fox would climb the tree. He shook it and grabbed it. 
The wife of the fox thinking that his husband was back, she 
pulled it up. In fact the fox was not at home. She welcomed the 
beast to wait for the fox. The fox was soon back home and the 
wife pulled him up. When he saw the beast he cried out: “Uah, 
you pulled me up on  he wrong side. Lower me down”. But the 
beast grabbed the rope and forced the fox to stay. They sat. 
They started talking. The fox first had a long speech presenting 
his family line and his clan called ‘Geng’. In the meanwhile he 
was cutting the branch where the beast was sitting. The beast 
fell from the tree and died. Up to now the goat has not being 
paid back. 
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The bad trick of the fox 
Once upon a time there were two 
people living together in peace. Each 
one had a net: the first used it to 
catch fish whereas the second to 
catch birds in the bush. They lived in 
peace and harmony. One day the fox 
said that if people live in peace he 
will prompt them to quarrel. At dawn the fox went out to the 
river. She went to check the fishing net. She found a fish. She 
took it and went to put it into the net in the bush. She found 
birds there and took them and put them into the fishing net in 
the river. When the fisherman went to the river he found birds 
instead of fish. While the hunter found a fish instead of birds. 
They run home and started a big quarrel accusing each other of 
having stolen each others catch. The fox succeeded in his plan: 
“When people live in peace I will promp   hem  o quarrel”. 
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Scorpio and Orion 

Once upon a time the two constellations 
of Scorpio and Orion were friends. One 
day Scorpio was to marry a girl and 
invited his friend Orion for the marriage 
feast. The marriage feast would last 
several days. On the last day Scorpio 
went to the feast together with his friend 
Orion. When they were inside the house, 
Scorpio said to Orion: “We shall leave 
before dawn”. He said so because his 
head would grow bigger at day time and 
did not want to expose this handicap to 
the people. Orion kept silent. When 
dawn was near Scorpio told his friend: 
“Le ’s go”. But Orion kept quite. He 
wanted in fact to expose him: when the 
girls would see his big head at daytime 
and would gossip about it, his girlfriend would certainly refuse 
to marry him. They remained in the house till dawn. Scorpio 
told Orion many times to leave, but Orion always kept silent. 
They left when it was already day time, but his head got stuck 
at the door post. The girls saw it and laughed at him. People had 
to cut the door post to set him free. Scorpio and Orion went 
home but the news was that the girlfriend of Scorpio did not 
want to marry him anymore. Scorpio was very upset. He did not 
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want to see Orion anymore and said: “We will not meet again; 
we will follow each o her bu  never mee ”. In fact Scorpio and 
Orion never meet in the sky: when one appears the other would 
set. And people might also say: “We follow each o her like 
Scorpio and Orion, and never mee ”. 
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The Elephant 

Once upon a time the elephant was instead a person called 
Nyalɔw (name which reminds one of the grey colour of the 
elephant). She was pregnant and she gave birth during a year of 
famine. She was always hungry. After much thinking she 
disclosed her decision to the mother: “I am leaving home and 
will live from what I will gather along the river: the root of the 
lo us flower and o her  hings”. Nyalɔw actually found plenty to 
eat and grew healthy and fat. After a while she went home at 
night. She tried to enter the hut, but her fat body got stuck at 
the door. She said to her mother: “Could you please give me  he 
ma  of my child?” The mother helped with the mat. Nyalɔw put 
the mat across her shoulders and at once the mat became her 
ears. At that point she said: “ o her, I am going  o live in o  he 
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wilderness because I’ve now become an animal.  u  lis en 
carefully: when people kill me it must not be by your hand, and 
then you will not eat my meat but only taste some raw pieces of 
meat”  T     s        f    s f       s   w        Jalogh and their 
      s    M          T       ’                          s    s   
some raw pieces of their meat. 
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Women and mice 
Once upon a time, people did not know how women should 
deliver their babies. So, when time for birth was near, men 
would catch the woman and cut her stomach to take out the 
baby. The baby would survive whereas the woman would die. 
For many years people lived like that: at every birth a woman 
sacrificed herself. One day as a mouse saw that women die 
without reason, he told people: “If you lis en  o me no woman 
would die again because of child bearing”. People asked 
themselves what the mouse could do but resolved to let him try 
because there was nothing to lose. When the next woman 
entered her labour, people called the mouse. The mouse came 
and told them that the woman should open her legs. She did so. 
The mouse went between the legs of the woman and waiting 
for the head of the child to come. Then he helped to deliver the 
child. The child came out without problems. The woman did not 
die. And the mouse told the woman to breastfeed the child. And 
she did so. Since then women give birth as they were shown by 
the mouse. People were very grateful and offered a cow to the 
mouse. He refused: “I don’  wan  any hing. We will  us  share 
wha  is in  he house of  he woman”. To this day mice live in the 
house together with women and eat their sorghum. 
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The boy of the tamarind tree 
Once upon a time there was a girl 
which name was Nyagɔa. She was the 
most beautiful girl in her village. One 
day she said to the youth that she 
would only marry a man who would 
be able to make her laugh.  She agreed 
with her father about that. Every day 
she was going to sit under the 
tamarind tree waiting for the youth. 
Each morning many youth came and 
tried to make her laugh, but without 
success. The youth were disappointed 
because no one could make her laugh 
and did not know what to say or do to 
steal a smile from her. One day a 
young boy told the father that he was going to make her laugh 
because he wanted to marry her. “How will you be able  o make 
her laugh when all  he you h have failed?” said the father. Next 
morning he prepared a ring of straw used by women to carry 
heavy loads on their heads. He went to the girl who was waiting 
under the tamarind tree. She was looking at him. He went 
straight to the tree put the ring of straw against the trunk and 
hold it with his head. “Can you please help me  o lif   his  ree? I 
wan   o  ake i  home”. The girl laughed at once saying: “You are 
a liar: how can a person carry  his big  ree?” She went to her 
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father saying that she would marry the young boy. Since then 
that boy was nicknamed “ he boy of  he  amarind  ree” because 
he said that he would have carried the tree home, instead he 
took the girl home as his wife. 
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The boy of the cracks 
Once upon a time there was a very clever boy 
in a village. One day he was at home alone and 
a traveller came to rest at his homestead. The 
boy was in the barn with the goats. The man 
asked him: “Wha  are you doing among  he 
goa s?”, “I am coun ing  he hairs of  heir fur”, he 
answered. The man asked again: “Where is 
your fa her?” and he answered: “He wen   o 
straighten the river bends”. The man asked 
again: “Wha  abou  your mo her?” and he 
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answered: “She wen   o sew  oge her  he cracks of  he soil”. The 
man quite astounded said: “Good. So, please can I have some 
wa er  o drink?” The boy went to fetch water at the river. 
Instead of coming home quickly he delayed until evening. The 
man waited for the water from noontime till dusk. At last the 
boy appeared with the water. The man asked the boy why did it 
take so long and the boy answered kindly: “There is a reason. I 
had first to separate the past water from the present water to 
collec   he fresh wa er for you”. The man laughed at the boy and 
nicknamed him “ he boy of  he cracks” because he said that his 
mother was busy sewing together the cracks of the dry soil. And 
he will be remembered as a little liar as well. 
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The lame and the blind 
One day the blind man and the lame man were left alone while 
everyone of the village went to the meeting of the local chief. 
They remained alone for a long time, nobody brought them 
food and they were hungry. They were wondering what they 
could do. The blind said: “Le ’s go where people are” and the 
lame replied: “How can we ge   here?” The blind remarked: “I 
have legs and you have eyes”, and suggested: “I will carry you on 
my shoulders while you will tell me  he way”. So they did: the 
blind carried the lame and the lame gave the indications. They 
walked a great span until they arrived at the meeting place. 
When people saw them they were very happy to see them 
helping each other and the chief gave them a nice gift. 
Wherever you are lacking something think about the teaching 
of these two men who helped each other. 
 

35. Wadhaw 
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A man called Wadhaw 
Once upon a time there was a man called Wadhaw. There was 
also a year of great famine in his land. People were reduced to 
eat leaves (of trees) to survive. Some people migrated to other 
countries. Some instead went along the river Nile and its 
swamps to fish. During that dry season there was a great 
drought that affected both people and animals. One night a 
gazelle reached the village in his quest of water and entered the 
barn of Wadhaw. At dawn Wadhaw was very happy to realize 
that he has an easy prey in his barn. He was really hungry. He 
thought: “I’ll slay i , bu  I don’  want to pierce its skin because I 
wan   o make a good ma  ou  of i ”.  So he entered and closed 
the door behind. He started running after the gazelle 
attempting to catch it, immobilise it and slaughter it. The 
gazelle was jumping and running everywhere. They both got 
tired. But the gazelle saw a narrow opening and with a quick 
move got free. Wadhaw was very disappointed and said: “I will 
praise my luck only af er ea ing”. Since then people say: 
“Wadhaw said I will only praise wha  I have ea en”. 
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The children of Tutdel sat at the river side 
The children of Tutdel were born in Ayod. They belong to the 
Gawar tribe. They have a lot of stories to tell and people like to 
hear them. One day they went to the city of Malakal. And from 
there they decided to proceed to Kosti by boat. They had never 
travelled by boat before. They prepared their luggage and some 
food to eat during the journey. They went to the river side and 
loaded their belongings into the boat. Then they sat on the pier 
instead of boarding, waiting for departure. They did not know 
that the pier would not go with the boat. When the boat left and 
they remained behind they commented: “ ro her, we los  our 
 ime in a hornless boa ”. People remember this incident and say: 
“Do no  lose  ime wi h a hornless  hing like  he sons of Tu del 
did”. 
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The sons of Tutdel look for milk 
One day the sons of Tutdel went to the cattle camp. They saw a 
nice cow with a big udder and thought that at its homestead 
they would have found a lot of milk. They followed the cow 
until it reached home and they waited for other cows to come. 
None came to that home, it was the only one. They milked the 
cow but it was not enough for the two. They were really 
disappointed: they had chosen the homestead that had only one 
cow. They would have slept still hungry, but then they had an 
idea. They got their spears and behaved like they were fighting. 
People ran to calm them. People separated them while they 
were yelling at each other: “Le ’s figh . I ’s your faul   ha  we 
ended up a   he home of a pi iable man wi hou  cows”. People 
took each to a different home where they could eat and sleep.  
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A girl called Nyalang 
Nyalang was a Nuer girl of the Gawar tribe (Dol clan). She used 
to live together with her brother. She was not a very bright girl. 
One day during a chat she said: “One day people will ea  me”. 
People laughed saying: “Do no   alk nonsense”. It happened that 
there was a year of famine. One night there was a big storm and 
the barn was set alight by a lightning strike. Nyalang was 
sleeping in the barn together with the goat. Nobody knew. At 
dawn the people went to see and found that the goats were all 
roasted. They ate them. Nobody noticed that Nyalang was not 
around. When she did not appear, they understood that they 
also ate her body and her words became true. All Nuer 
remember that year as the year of Nyalang. 
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A man called Cual Pec 
Once upon a time there was a man called Cual Pec. He was 
married and had several children. One day there was heavy 
rainfall. In the evening his wife went into the barn where he 
was to look for red-burning charcoal to light the fire and cook 
dinner. But Cual Pec refused the charcoal and reprimanded her 
saying: “You will no   ake away charcoal from  he fire prepared 
for my cows; why didn’  you provide  o keep your fire alive in  he 
kitchen?” T   w     w              s      She did not say 
anything but was upset for the treatment. She went to look for 
fire at the neighbours. She cooked and gave food to her children 
but did not take food to the husband in the barn. Cual Pec 
waited patiently for his food but when he saw that nothing was 
coming he called his wife. When she came he asked her: “Where 
is my food?” And she answered: “How could I cook af er you did 
no  le  me  ake your fire”. Cual Pec knew that his wife cooked 
because he saw the smoke coming out of her hut, but he did not 
argue. He said to himself: “I pu  myself in  rouble wi h my own 
plan”. 
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Nyaluak and the giraffe 
One day Nyaluak went to the zoo. She met 
the giraffe and saw his long neck. She 
asked the giraffe: “Why do you have such a 
long neck?” The giraffe answered: “In  he 
past I had a short neck. One day I went to a 
very far bush where there were only tall 
trees, and I was hungry. I saw a donkey 
that was eating the fruit of a tree. I asked 
him to share with me but he refused. I was 
very upset. While walking I saw a very tall 
tree with one very green leaf. I wished I 
could reach and eat it. So I prayed 
fervently to God for help. God listened to my prayer. My neck grew 
long. Now I can reach all the leaves because no tree is taller than 
I”. Nyaluak was very happy with the story of the giraffe. 
 

41. Gai Nyal r  
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A boy called Gai, son of         
         s        w s                      w s     s    f         . 
He stayed with his grandmother. He was a very alive boy: he 
liked to talk and knew many stories. But he had a bad 
inclination: he was lazy and liked drinking beer. One day his 
grandmother brewed some beer. While he was busy telling 
stories to his friends, the grandmother asked him to accompany 
her to the river to fetch water. He refused. He feared that 
people would finish the beer in his absence. He continued to tell 
his stories. When the grandmother was tired of waiting for him, 
she asked another boy to accompany her. They went. Once back 
she gave to the boy that helped her some beer to drink. Gai 
looked full of desire, and hoped the grandmother would give 
some beer also to him. Instead many people came and drank, 
the beer finished and he could not taste it. So he said: “An 
earnes  ac ion is be  er  han wise words”. People still remember 
these words of his. 
 

42. Mayɛn 
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A man called M  ɛn 
In the past there was a man 
       M      H        w f  
and many children. He was 
wealthy and could life 
discretely well: he had cows 
and sorghum. However 
there was a year of drought 
where people could not 
cultivate and cows remained dry without milk. There was 
f                 f      s                    f M      O          
happened that a cow of the neighbour was severely bitten by a 
      T    w                    M     w                     
expecting to receive some meat: “ y bro her, I came  o beg you 
for a piece of meat that I can give to my children so that they can 
have  o ea ”. But the neighbour answered: “I  will no  be enough 
for my children and yours. Mine are hungry too. The lion bit this 
cow; my children will eat it, my brother. I will not share with 
you”  M                     “The lion bi  your cow and you 
leave my children  o die of hunger?” but the man did not comply. 
M     w s   s   w      s                s             s     
the meat, though they were close friends and they had never 
      q        M     w s   s                         “Fine, 
my brother, the lion did not die and life is long, the lion will bite a 
cow of my ca  le”. Since then people say: “ ay n said life is 
long”. He said this because there is always a way to solve 
problems and people will always remember whether they have 
found help or refusal from the neighbour. 
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A man called Mok, son of Bidiit 
Mok, the son of Bidiit, and Guet, his cousin, travelled to the land 
of Fangak County that belongs to the Nuer tribe of Laak. They 
belong to the Gawaar tribe of Ayod. They reached a place called 
Dongloc, near Paguir. They were very tired from the long walk. 
They stopped under a tree where there was a pool in the 
nearby. While they were chatting, a hippo came out of the 
water. Mok commented: “Wha  preven s  his animal  o become a 
meal is only  he firewood”. And Guet answered: “I am going  o 
look for firewood”. Mok went to harvest grass that is used to knit 
ropes and intertwined it.  When Guet came back with the 
firewood, Mok went into the pool to catch the hippo. He tied the 
hippo with the rope and pulled it out. Then he hit it with his axe 
and killed it. Next he skinned it with his knife and cooked the 
meat. They ate. Since then that pool is called “preven ed by  he 
firewood” because Mok said “Wha  preven s  his animal  o 
become a meal is only  he firewood”. 
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44.         ow 
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A girl called Di ŋ Yiow 
Diaŋ Yiow is a very charismatic girl: all her friends listen to her. 
One day she came up with a proposal: “Le  us go  o  he bush”, 
she said to the girls. They liked the idea and the parents gave 
their consent. The younger sister wanted to join them too. They 
did not want her with them but at last accepted her because of 
her insistence. When they found a good spot in the bush they 
cut the trees and prepared the soil for cultivation. They also 
built a hut. When rain started they planted sorghum and 
pumpkins. The pumpkin tree grew so much that reached the 
home of a beast called Gatdeet. One day Gatdeet followed the 
branches of the pumpkin tree until he reached the garden of the 
girls. It was evening and the girl where in the hut chatting 
together. Gatdeet heard Diaŋ Yiow saying: “Le  us go to sleep 
ou side”, but the girls refused and remained all in the hut. 
Gatdeet came back the next night. He sang the following song: 
“Diaŋ Yiow, Diaŋ Yiow, i  was a mis ake when you chose  his land 
thinking that it was fertile land. How is it? What is going to 
happen now?” The younger sister answered: “Diaŋ Yiow is 
sleeping. Nyalath is sleeping too. I have nothing more than a 
small young girl that did not lie down and does not sleep. I miss 
my mo her and so I can’  sleep. I miss my fa her and so I can’  
sleep. I miss our calves  ha  died”. Gatdeet answered: “Oh, please, 
sleep”. Since then Gatdeet came every night and they sang this 
song with the young girl. One day Diaŋ Yiow asked her: “Why 
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did you become so  hin la ely?” She answered: “There is someone 
coming every nigh ”. The next evening all the girls waited 
together for the coming of Gatdeet. When Gatdeet came, he sang 
the usual song: “Diaŋ Yiow, Diaŋ Yiow, i  was a mis ake when you 
chose this land thinking that it was fertile land. How is it? What is 
going  o happen now?” Diaŋ Yiow answered saying to Gatdeet to 
come tomorrow. In the night the girl dug a pit, and filled it with 
poles and made charcoal. When Gatdeet came the girls were 
waiting for him and challenged him: “Come wres le wi h one of 
us. If you throw the girl down you will eat her. But if she will 
 hrow you down, she will burn you on  he fire”. Gatdeet wrestled 
with one girl who threw him down on the fire and held him 
down. Gatdeet begged for their mercy. They accepted and freed 
him but warned him not to return again. Gatdeet ran away. He 
reached the village of the beasts. They asked him: “Ga dee , 
Ga dee , you burned your back. Where are you coming from?” “A 
s rong young woman burned my back wi h fire” said Gatdeet. 
“Show her  o us wi h your fingers”, “No she will see me”. “Show 
her  o us wi h your  ongue”, “No she will see me”. “Would you 
 ake a glass of milk?” Ga dee  answered: “ y friend, I am in a 
hurry. Do no  delay me”. He did not stop, he continued his 
march. When he left the village, all the beasts were so scared 
that they abandoned the village taking with them the cows 
without horns. When the girls arrived they found the village 
empty of people (or beasts), but full of cows. They took the 
cows and divided them among themselves. Then Diaŋ Yiow 
said: “Le ’s go back home, we go  wha  we were looking for”. 
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Two girls:  i       and Nyan Yak 
Tik Tɔ c and Nyan Yak were two girls who lived with their 
family. One day their mother went to collect firewood in the 
bush. She got lost and met with the beast. The beast threatened 
her: “Now I will ea  you, or shall we lie down  oge her?” She 
accepted to lie down with the beast. The beast liked her and 
took her to his home. After few months she was pregnant. She 
went home. When the husband heard that she was pregnant he 
was upset with her. She told him everything that had happened: 
“I wen   o collec  firewood. I go  los . I me  wi h  he beas . He 
threatened me. In  his way I go  pregnan  of  his child”. At last 
she gave birth. The boy who was born was a fine boy but when 
he was playing he used always to scratch his brothers and 
leaving them crying, until the time he became an adult. One day 
Tik Tɔ c went into the barn to rub her dancing ornament with 
ashes. He followed her, killed her and ate her. Nobody knew. 
People looked for Tik Tɔ c but could not find her. Another day 
Nyan Yak went to the bush to cut logs. He followed her, hit her 
with the axe and ate her. After few days he went to a village 
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celebration and sang a song: “I found Tik Tɔ c, I found Tik Tɔ c 
rubbing her dancing ornament in the barn. I found Nyan Yak 
cutting logs. I hit her on the forehead with the axe. My mother 
conceived me with a lion of the savannah, my mother conceived 
me with a lion of the bush. Mother, you did not find my sisters, 
you did no  find my sis ers”. People understood he killed and ate 
them. They caught him and beat him violently until he vomited 
up his beast heart and became human. Since then he lived with 
people and did not commit crimes anymore. 
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A man-beast called Gatguub 
Gatguub is a man-beast that used to eat 
people among the Nuer of Fangak and 
Bentiu. One day a girl called Nyan r , 
daughter of Ga l, left the town of the 
        s                        f     ’s 
house. On the way she met with Gatguub 
who told her to rest at his homestead. 
Then he asked her to boil some water. 
The brother of Nyan r  was very much 
worried about his sister and went to 
look for her along the way. When he 
arrived to the place of Gatguub he saw 
his sister sitting there. He asked her: “Wha  are you doing here?” 
and Gatguub answered: “I really wonder as you do, son of Ga l”, 
then added: “Take her wi h you”. Nyan r  went with her 
brother. At the beginning of the rainy season, people go to fish 
in the swamp where fish would go to lay their eggs. Gatguub 
would join people not to catch fish but some unfortunate youth. 
                    s      w             s     “Red and 
whi e ox of Ga guub, Ga guub’s colour is red and whi e”       
people heard of his success, they ask for a share: “Le  us have a 
s ick”. But he answered: “I’m sorry;  he prey remained in the 
bush”. However if he caught a fish, he would generously hand it 
over to the neighbour. He continued like that for a long time 
and people did not know him for what he really was. At midday 
he liked sitting under the trees and playing a native game 
co         f      H  w      f             “Wicyɔl, wic maker”  
When a person passed by the way, he will invite him to play. 
Then he would catch and eat him. One day there was a girl who 
had to walk that way and prepared a trick to pass through 
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without problems. She tied all around of her body small 
bundles of grass. On the way she met with Gatguub. He was 
wondering about what his eyes were seeing. She continued 
walking steadily along the path and he run away frightened. 
When at home he commented: “Wha  a world is this where grass 
walks like  ha ”. 
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A girl called Nyathuc 
Nyathuc was a good girl. One day she made an eccentric 
statement: “I will marry the man who will tie cowrie shells 
around his bo  om”. All men were troubled: “Where can we find 
cowrie shells in  his coun ry?” When a man-beast called T ml r 
heard it, he tied cowrie shells around his bottom and presented 
himself to the family of Nyathuc. She was very happy because 
her word became true. She took T ml r in the barn where her 
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father was and addressed her father: “I  was said  ha  you will 
marry me to the man who would tie cowrie shells around his 
bo  om. This man came, he will marry me”. The father agreed 
and told T ml r to come with the cows for the dowry and the 
marriage would be done. He went to his country where he had 
five brothers: R lguak, Wicyianpa n, Nyaŋlew, Wa  a a , and 
Borkoc. They all came with their cows. When coming, 
Wicyianpa   w s s        “I am Wicyianpa n  oge her wi h 
Nyaŋlew. In  he big bush  here are many beas s like Wa  a a , 
 orkoc and R lguak. We howled in  he bush, we howled in our 
bush, we howled in the bush of the beasts, Yes”  T       s w    
very impressed saying: “This man plays many games”. At the 
wedding feast they played together, he would scratch them, 
they would bleed, he would lick their blood. When the wedding 
feast was over, they took Nyathuc to their country. T ml r and 
Nyathuc went home. She bore a child called Jak. Then she gave 
birth to two more children. One day T ml r had painful eyes, 
and Nyathuc understood he was a man-beast. She played a trick 
on him saying: “I know  ha  when a man has painful eyes  here is 
a need to make a fire in a hole; the person would open his eyes 
and warm them at the fire; when tears would come, they would 
wash  he eyes clean”. T ml r agreed to do as the wife had said. 
Nyathuc dug a hole, she prepared the firewood and lit the fire. 
She took T ml r near to the fire. She told him to bend down and 
then she pushed him into the fire. T ml r died like that. Then 
Nyathuc called her children and asked to each one: “Did you 
 ake from your fa her or your mo her?” Two said: “From our 
fa her” and so she pushed them into the fire. The third and last 
son understood the point and said: “I  ook from my mo her. I 
don’  wan   o leave her swee  milk”. So, Nyathuc loaded the son 
              s         s              f     ’s    s   O      w   
she met with Wa  a a  who sang: “Nya huc, Nya huc where are you 
going?” “I go  o collec  wood” “The wood of whom?” “ ine and 
T ml r’s wood” “Whose land is  his?” “I  is  he land of T ml r”. 
T                    s        “Yes  he land of T ml r, bu  she 
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burnt my father in a big fire this morning”  Wa  a a  asked 
shocked: “Wha  is  he child  alking abou ?” Nyathuc explained: 
“The child said  ha  he has painful ribs because of  he hard ma  
where he sleeps”. “Oh” said Wa  a a  and blessed the children 
saying “sleep”. Nyathuc continued the journey and she sang the 
same thing to each person she met on the way, until the 
moment she met Wicyianpa n w    s         “Nyathuc, Nyathuc 
where are you going?” She answered as before: “I go  o collec  
wood”      s   f      s  v                                   
away. Wicyianpa n took the child out of the basket, gave them 
some giraffe meat to eat and then set off to pursue Nyathuc. She 
went to stop on top of an anthill. Wicyianpa n climbed another 
anthill. Nyathuc s     “Jak, son of T ml r, come  o save your 
mother from these beasts”  Wicyianpa n w       sw    “Rial 
Nyak     (it was the name of Nya huc’s ox) Who  old you  o  lee? 
 y s ick chases  he beas s, Rial Nyak    , my stick chases the 
beasts, Rial Nyang”  T                                
approached the homestead of Nyathuc. There they both fainted, 
tired as they were. The brothers of Nyathuc brought an ox for 
Wicyianpa n. He ate it as soon as he woke up. Then he could 
peacefully sleep. People came and beat him so much that he 
vomited the heart of beast and became a person. The next day 
the child arrived alone. The people beat him until he vomited 
the heart of beast and became a person. Since then Wicyianpa n 
and  he son of T ml r lived at the village with the other people. 
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The boy of the buffalos 
A long time ago, there was a 
boy who is remembered as 
the boy of the buffalos 
because he was getting close 
to buffalos without any fear. 
One day he met with a boy 
whose calves followed some 
buffalos in the bush. That boy 
asked him to go and fetch the 
calves. “We will give you  he 
fe lock of a cow” he promised. 
The boy fetched the calves 
and he received the promised 
fetlock. He gave the fetlock to 
a woman so that she would 
boil it. But the woman ate his fetlock. When he came to her, she 
told him that she had eaten his fetlock. He cried: “ y fe lock, my 
fetlock, my fetlock that I received from the boy of the calves that 
sen  me  o fe ch  he calves  ha  were among  he buffalos”. The 
woman gave him some cooking oil. He gave the cooking oil to a 
cook so that she would cook some food. But the cook used his 
oil for her food. When he came he found that his oil was 
finished. He cried: “ y oil, my oil, my oil that I received from the 
woman who ate my fetlock that I received from the boy of the 
calves that sent me to fetch the calves that were among the 
buffalos”. The cook gave him some beans. He gave the beans to 
a francolin bird so that he would cook them. But the francolin 
ate the beans. When he came he found that his beans had been 
       H         “My beans, my beans, my beans that I received 
from the cook who used my oil that I received from the woman 
who ate my fetlock that I received from the boy of the calves that 
sen  me  o fe ch  he calves  ha  were among  he buffalos”. The 
francolin gave him an egg. He went to hide the egg along the 
path of the giraffe. The giraffe stepped on his egg and crashed it. 
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When he came he found that the egg had been crushed by the 
    ff   H         “My egg, my egg, my egg that I received from 
the francolin that ate my beans that I received from the cook who 
used my oil that I received from the woman who ate my fetlock 
that I received from the boy of the calves that sent me to fetch the 
calves  ha  were among  he buffalos”. The giraffe gave him the 
hair of his tail to make an ornament out of it. He gave the 
gir ff ’s                  s     s                       
                       s                 ff ’s             f    
                              f                  ff ’s          
been burnt by the blacksmith. He cried: “ y ornamen , my 
ornament, my ornament that I received from the giraffe that 
crushed my egg that I received from the francolin that ate my 
beans that I received from the cook who used my oil that I 
received from the woman who ate my fetlock that I received from 
the boy of the calves that sent me to fetch the calves that were 
among  he buffalos”. The blacksmith gave him an axe. He gave 
the axe to the woodpecker. But the woodpecker broke the axe. 
When he came he found that the axe had been broken by the 
woodpecker. He cried: “ y axe, my axe, my axe that I received 
from the blacksmith who burnt my ornament that I received from 
the giraffe that crushed my egg that I received from the francolin 
that ate my beans that I received from the cook who used my oil 
that I received from the woman who ate my fetlock that I 
received from the boy of the calves that sent me to fetch the 
calves  ha  were among  he buffalos”. The woodpecker gave him 
a fishing spear. He gave the fishing spear to the marabou stork. 
But the stork lost the fishing spear. When he came he found his 
fishing spear was lost by the marabou stork. He cried: “ y 
fishing spear, my fishing spear, my fishing spear that I received 
from the woodpecker that broke my axe that I received from the 
blacksmith who burnt my ornament that I received from the 
giraffe that crushed my egg that I received from the francolin 
that ate my beans that I received from the cook who used my oil 
that I received from the woman who ate my fetlock that I 
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received from the boy of the calves that sent me to fetch the 
calves  ha  were among  he buffalos”. The mackerel gave him a 
small fish. He freed the small fish in a pool so that he could 
grow. He went in the bush and collected wild berries for his 
fish. He called the fish: “Nyirial, nyirial of  he wild berries, fish 
eat wild berries, come to the surface, come out so that I can see 
you, I will know you like the guinea fowl, dark spotted, the fish 
splashes on the surface, splashes over again, nyirial of the wild 
berries”. One day the beast came and called the fish: “Nyirial, 
nyirial of the wild berries, fish eat wild berries, come to the 
surface, come out so that I can see you, I will know you like the 
guinea fowl, dark spotted, the fish splashes on the surface, 
splashes over again, nyirial of  he wild berries”. When the fish 
came out, the beast caught it, took it home and cooked it. When 
the boy came he called his fish: “Nyirial, nyirial of  he wild 
berries, fish eat wild berries, come to the surface, come out so 
that I can see you, I will know you like the guinea fowl, dark 
spotted, the fish splashes on the surface, splashes over again, 
nyirial of  he wild berries”. But the fish did not come out. The 
boy asked the hamerkop that was there who took the fish. The 
           sw                 ’     w  H                    
saw the footmark of the beast. He followed the track up to the 
place of the beast. The beast had gone out. The mother of the 
beast (an old lady) was at home with her young nephew. The 
fish was in the pot on the fire. He took the fish and replaced it 
with the old lady, the mother of the beast. When the beast came 
home it was night and he was hungry. The beast served himself 
from the pot and ate. He offered some meat to the baby boy but 
the boy refused to eat saying: “I don’  wan   o ea  my 
grandmo her”. The beast did not connect and continued to eat. 
When he realized that he had eaten his mother, he said: “Oops, 
oops, I a e my mo her!” 
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The grey goat  

Once upon a time some boys took a grey goat to graze. By 
evening they went to take it home. The goat said: “I will no  go 
home”. The boys told a hyena: “ i e  he grey goa ”. The hyena 
said: “I will no  bi e i ”. They called a dog and said: “ ark  o  he 
hyena”. The dog said: “I will no  bark  o  he hyena”. They told a 
stick: “ ea   he dog”. The stick said: “I will no  bea   he dog”. 
They brought fire and said: “ urn  he s ick”. The fire said: “I will 
no  burn  he s ick”. They brought some water and said: 
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“Ex inguish  he fire”. The water said: “I will no  ex inguish  he 
fire”. They told a skin gourd: “Collec   he wa er”. The skin gourd 
said: “I will no  collec   he wa er”. They looked for a mouse and 
said: “ i e  he skin gourd”. The mouse said: “I will no  bi e  he 
skin gourd”. They looked for a cat and said: “Ea   he mouse”. The 
cat answered: “Where is i   ha  I ea  i ?” When the mouse knew 
that the cat would not leave him alive, he said: “I will not be 
ea en, I will bi e  he skin gourd”. So the skin gourd said: “I will 
no  be bi  en, I will collec   he wa er”. So the water said: “I will 
no  be collec ed, I will ex inguish  he fire”. So the fire said: “I will 
not be extinguished, I will burn  he s ick”. So the stick said: “I will 
no  be burn , I will bea   he dog”. The dog said: “I will no  be 
bea en, I will bark  o  he hyena”. So the hyena said: “I will no  be 
barked a , I will bi e  he goa ”. So the goat said: “I will no  be 
bitten, I will go home”. The goat went home and the boys were 
happy that the goat understood that he had to go home. 
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The case of the traveller 
Once upon a time, a traveller stopped in a homestead where the 
man of the house was absent. His wife was at home. She 
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welcomed the traveller and placed him in the barn. She gave 
him water to drink and cooked him some food. The baby child 
of the woman was sleeping in the barn laid on a mat. There was 
also the dog, a chicken and a calf. The woman served the food to 
the traveller. She went back to her chores. The man ate. The 
dog was looking at him. When he finished he gave the dog some 
food. The chicken saw and went quickly to steal some food. The 
dog scared it away. The chicken jumped and ended on the back 
of the calf. The calf got scared and stepped on the child who 
died. If you were a judge, how would you judge this situation? 
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The case of the two men 
Once upon a time, there were two men who left their village to 
go for cattle raiding. They reach a very far place where they 
managed to steal two calves. On their way back, their food 
finished. They were tired and hungry. One of the two said: “Le ’s 
killed one calf and eat it to avoid starvation. Once at home we 
will divide  he one lef ”. The other man disliked the suggestion; 
he did not want to lose his prize. So the first man killed his calf 
and ate it. They did not share. However while eating some 
vultures came down because they smelled the meat. The second 
man aimed a stone at a vulture and killed it. He cleaned, grilled 
and ate it. When they finished eating, they set off to the journey. 
When they reached home the man who killed his calf said that 
they should still divide the remaining calf. The second 
maintained that they should not divide it because the first ate 
his calf during the journey. They could not agree. Therefore 
they went to an elder to find justice. The first man explained 
that they went to steal cows in the neighbouring tribe. On their 
way back they were hungry and he killed his calf for them to 
eat. The elder asked to the second man: “Why do you refuse  o 
divide  he remaining calf?” “He killed his calf” said the second 
man, “and I did no  ea . I 
killed a vulture and ate the 
vul ure”. The first man 
retorted: “If I had no  killed 
my calf, the vulture would 
have never come and he 
would have died of hunger”. 
The elder thought he was 
right and said: “The calf is  o 
be given to the second man. 
When it will be a cow and 
deliver, the first calf should 
be given  o  he firs  man”. 
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        L         – NUER PROVERBS 
 
           – ANIMAL WISDOM 

1.   kɛ ɛ w i              rɛw. The antelope says: the 
household is not abandoned because of thirst. 

2.   yak i mi                   ε     ɛn kɛ ɣ k piny. The 
hyena says: if a cow has been bitten by hyenas, it will be 
targeted again (and eaten by them later on). 

3.   yak i duen ni dhon. The hyena says: deserve a small 
piece. Many small pieces of meat will finally satisfy your 
hunger. 

4.   yak i         w  r. The hyena says: the daylight steals 
to the night. The day is longer than the night. 

5.   yak i Kuoth i pek ɣ   w    rɛ          r  r ɛ  u   . 
The hyena begs: oh God, my trouble is going inside, coming 
out is my business. 

6.   yak i thilɛ du  p mi yiɛthɛ d  r. The hyena says: there 
is no road that leads to nowhere. 

7.   yak i k                                  . The hyena says: 
among all I know the stumbling that happened in the sand. 

8.   yak i ɛn gor ku liɛt? The hyena says: does the weasel 
become sand? 

9.   lεt i lipni ciin ti bi lak. The bear says: wait for the 
bowels that have been washed. 

10.     o   i thilɛ mi       i  o o        ɛ. The dog says: the 
visitor does not bring any bad. 

11.     o   i            guu  . The dog says: the craftsman is 
the one who manufactures the dry skin. 

12.   guak i rɛy ru         o o   ɣ         ɛy. The fox says: in 
      s     ’        “I have already looked around.” 

13.   g k i kɛ           i. The monkey says: this is 
connected with the talk. 
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14.   g k i bi ru  n                        r             u  . 
The monkey says: every year it looks like I would give birth 
to a human being, instead it has the tail. 

15.   kerker i w    ial g  ydɛ w       u             ɛ wa. 
The lizard says: climbing is easy whereas coming down is 
very difficult. 

16.   guεk i  u         ε mi ci maar ɣ        εk. The frog 
says, I am afraid my mother made my aitch-bone like hers. 

17.   kiel i      ɛ   ɛ wak i ruel. The stork says: Deng will 
taste them at the eve of the rain season. 

18.   kiel i     o      r      r        r   l taa thin. The 
stork says: I got sorrows at the lake. A tall person was 
broken into pieces in my presence. 

19.   kiel i ɛ piny mi wu  t. The stork says: the world is well-
ordained. 

20.   kɛy i thilɛ ru  n mi /ca piith ni bɛl. The birds say: there 
is no year in which sorghum is not sown. 

21.   jak  k i thilɛ ru  n mi      o o    i wac. The crow says: 
there is no year in which sorghum flour is not put to 
ferment (to brew the local beer). 

22.   jak  k i  u   ɣ ak. The crow says: I have been despised. 

23.   kur i           guur, g a ni man ran. The pigeon says: 
your own mother is much better than your step-mother. 

24.   manpalɛ k i      u   ε   ε             ε        iet. The 
chicken says: now we have been tamed but we did sing (in 
the past). 

 

RIET TI CA LAT – FAMOUS SAYINGS 

25.   Mayian i   r  i      . Mayian says: life is long. 

26.   Wadhaw i          i     u  . Wadhaw says: I will 
accept (believe) only what I have already swallowed. 
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27.   Ŋundeng i bɛ             r    ɛl  .  undeng says: 
what is known only by one person turns to be a problem. 

28.   Ŋundeng i  o o   ru        u         r  dhil ni thin. 
 undeng says: you have refused the brown bull, but you 
will take it later. 

29.   Ŋundeng i kac Ku th ɛ       ɛ j    r.  undeng says: the 
lie of God is his delay (in fulfilling his word). 

30.   Kuolang Tot i kuan ɣ             r         k   r  w  ɛ 
cam. Kuolang Tot says: let us try           ’s w f         
have never danced with a left-handed woman before. 

31.   Kuolang Tot i   u     u g        u           rɛw. 
K       T   s  s     ’              s   s      v    w  
roads (to follow). 

32.   Tɛɛ         w i     g    ɛ     r  . T           w s  s: I 
   ’        w            

33.   Dupiir i      n putdɛ    . Dupiir says: I twisted the 
rope properly, it was the cow that broke it. 

34.   Nyuon i nhiɛt m  nhiɛt kɛ m . Nyuon says: hold fast as 
they hold fast. 

35.       , ɣ    u               r         . Cuaal Pec says: I 
betrayed myself with my own plan. 

 

RIET K               – SAYINGS ABOUT ANIMALS 

36. Wicmu     u                    . In the world the hyenas 
that keep quiet are many (more in number than the hyenas 
that cry aloud). 

37.  o o   guɛk   puul ɛ. Each frog croaks in its pond. 

38.        uo        w, bɛ     g alɛ lɛ ni cam. The lions did not 
die (were not killed), they will still eat a cow of their cattle. 

39. Bi liw             i kɛ yak liayni. You will die foolishly 
like the hyena (looking) at the dry fish. 
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40.    gu     o      /cε luotni ɣ    u  tdε yak. Dogs bark, 
but it is not always to chase hyenas away. 

41. Th  r  l mi wɛ  ε   o         gu  ε  ε ɛ jio        ε      . 
The camel walks by the yard and even though the dog 
barks, it does not pay attention. 

42.     ɛ duut. Cows are like grass. 

43. Ɣ    k /ci depkiɛ    r. The rope to tie the cows is not 
long. 

44. Laa thok gu  r       ɛ kɛ with. The mouth of an elephant 
is struck with the club. 

45. Cɛ bu  m ɛ         i kɛ   o o           r. It is as difficult as 
taking goats across the river. 

46.      u    u  ɛ. The mud fish eats its own tail. 

47.      w       uur     . The birds of prey do not come 
without reason. 

48.          u   ɛn d lɛ ku           u  ɛ       . If you see a 
mouse laughing at a cat, its hole is near. 

49.      g k dee lim. You would not beg a monkey. 

50.       u     ε   ε r     . The leopard does not change its 
colour. 

51.                  u          r            . Animals with a 
long tail cannot jump over the fire. 

52. Kua lɛ           u           ɛ          u      ɛn lɛ  o o r? 
What is the point for the stork to be at the fishing place 
while his legs are still white? 

 

                    – DIVINITY AND RELIGION 

53. L c ɛ      . The heart is a fortune-teller (or witch-doctor). 

54. Kuoth ɛ kuur. God is a craftsman. He does everything 
nicely. 

55. Tet Ku      rɛ. The hand of God is long. 
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56.  uo    u  ɛ nɛy t   g   ɛ r   kɛ g  . God helps those 
who help themselves. 

57. /Ca Kuoth kuok. God cannot be forced to do your will. 

58. Kuoth ɛ cam. God is left-handed. 

59. Raan ɛ      u th. The human person is the cow of God. 

60.       ɛ tu k Ku th. The stomach is the calabash of God 

61. Du        ɛ ɛ     . It is a duel among gods. 

 

                         – SUCH IS LIFE 

62. Ŋ ak diaal kɛ gu     . All things change owner. 

63. Ɣ w ɛ  uo      uo  . The land has high and low places. 

64. /Ca pu  th kuany piny. The blessing is not found 
      …        ce but it is received from other people 

65.             u          . Spies have not been sent ahead. 
Nobody can predict the future. 

66. Liɛp kɛ  u    ɛ tɛ ɛ l. Wait for the cow's udder with the 
shinbone. 

67.          kɛ bakdɛ. Each day dawns in its own way. 

68.      ru  diaal bak kɛɛl. Years don't begin in the same 
manner. 

69.     ru              ɛ cuɛ ɛ k. Years are not like twins. Each 
year is different from another. 

70. Thilɛ           u . Nothing is without a cause. 

71. Thilɛ     /ci thuk. Nothing is without end. 

72. Thilɛ         kɛ pek. Nothing will come to an end. 

73. Thilɛ      ɛɛ   u. Nothing that you do can really matter. 

74.            ɛ       . Everything is part of creation. 

75.          r     ɛ pɛl. Shrewdness can't add anything to 
creation. 

76.           ɛ          r     u. Aim at what will fill your 
stomach. 
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77.      u  n thilɛ                ɛn. In the world there is 
nothing that has not been seen. 

78.     r                    ɛ  u       . Human beings do not 
grow downwards like the tail of the cow. 

79.           ɛ jɛ kɛ        . The sick is brought to life by 
good care. Only good care can overcome the many 
difficulties of life. 

80.                     r  kuok ni ɛ riey ɛ  ɛw ɛ. You will grow 
tired (to wait for another) and you will force yourself into 
this rough canoe. 

81.      wu       gu     ɛ  u  r. The buttock does not miss its 
place. 

82. Tut tharɛ l c. Men are accustomed to be strong-hearted. 
They are brave to face difficulties. 

83. Raan tharɛ       ɣ. Human beings are accustomed to 
death. 

84.      r                  ɣ ɛ. No one is overlooked by death. 

85. Thilɛ r            w    ɛ tɛɛt piny. There is no person 
whose head will not be buried. 

86.       ɣ thilɛ     ɛ. Death doesn't have a day. 

 

           – HUMAN DIGNITY 

87. K n diaal dɛr. We are all equal. 

88.      r         ε w    u  p. A person is not like a grain of 
flour (a nothing). 

89. Jek kɛ mi g aa ni ran. Goodness is found in people. 

90.            ɛl dee k        ɛ thokdɛ muoc. Oxen cannot 
thresh the sorghum without giving some to its mouth. 

91.              o   ɛ       ɣ. Life cannot be ransomed with 
death. 
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92.       u  u      ɛ    . Your belongings are not 
unimportant. Anything that belongs to you, even small, is 
priceless. 

93.              u  ɛ       . Your ear has not been cut down 
here. 

 

             Ƞ    Ƞ   – MARRIAGE AND FAMILY LIFE 

94.      ɛ     r  . Family well-being depends on the life of 
its people. 

95.          uɛɛ                     rɛw. When you get married, 
you will have two anuses. It will be more demanding. 

96. Thilɛ r               /ca cam pu  th. There is no one 
who does not eat the food offered for his wedding. Every 
person will benefit others. 

97. Ca kɛ ɛ t kuen cu t duut. The stick (of marriage) has been 
pushed into the grass (of the roof). 

98.      ɛ c r. Love is blind. A man who decides to get 
married does not really know his bride. He will discover it 
later on. 

99. Gaat kɛ kuay t   ru  n t  . Children are the seeds of the 
future. 

100. Thil cuer g  l. Greedy people are left without a family. 

101.        ε  uɛ   u  ε   o o   n yian. As we got married, let 
us tie our own dogs. 

102.           kɛ ruacdɛ kɛnɛ        ɛ. Each family has its 
way of talking and eating. 

103.           gu           u  . The stomach of the father of a 
girl does not suffer cramps. 

104.                     wdɛ a thil jiic. The husband of a bad 
woman grows old without belly (putting up weight). 
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105.              ɛ   r     ɛɛ luak, thilɛ jɛ kac. If the wife says: 
Go to the barn! There is no lie (in her speech). She is going 
to bring food. 

106.          ɛ    g aaɛ   . Mistreatment is bad, but is also 
good sometimes. 

107. Thil thok ruaal. A spoken word (with a blood-related 
woman) is not incest. 

108.            ɣ gu    r      rɛɛt. The death of the father does 
not make the son an orphan. 

109. Wut mundɛ ɛ kuut. The man in his grave is (still) a 
bridegroom-to-be. 

110.      r           w    ɛ du    r  r    w. The person, whose 
head (children) has remained out, is not dead. 

111.   r   guur          u  r. Tell your plans to your father 
rather than your mother. 

112.         wu       . The mother cannot be identified by 
looking at the son. Even though the mother is blind or lame, 
the son will be healthy. 

113.            g             wu   . Bad qualities in a man are 
better than bad qualities in a woman (for the sake of family 
life). 

114. Wak                    ru  -ru   . We meet at the 
home of a bad-tempered woman. 

115.           w   . Girls don't have a clan. 

116. Nyal ɛ wath. Girls are like river banks. 

117. Nyal ɛ thok ny ac. Girls are fertile land (next to the 
flood). 

 

MAAR NAATH – RELATIONSHIPS 

118. Thilɛ ram yiek kɛ wu  r           . No one breathes 
with the nose of another person. 
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119. Thilɛ r            ɛ kɛ j   r           . No one can be 
known at the back (in the light) of another person. 

120.                      u        u   . Make friendship with 
the friend who tells you your mistakes. 

121. Maar naath ɛ jic. Friendship is (seen at the level of) the 
stomach. There is friendship when there is sharing. 

122. Thilɛ r              ɛɛr kɛ  u  . No one covets enmity 
with someone else in matters of food. 

123. /Ca thi l tɛɛt. Fatness cannot be taken (from a person). A 
   s          s      f      ’      s         v       w    
he ate. 

124. Ɣeel g al thilɛ mal. Eating alone lacks peace. 

125.             r    ɛ   r      . Wait patiently (and listen to) 
what the person says. 

126. /Ca raan luek kɛ w  ɛ. D  ’                 w         
have just started (their speech or action). 

127. Thil diit tu   . There are not big horns (as a sign of 
maturity). Don’             f                  

128.      uor wu       . Man's guts are not washed. We don't 
know what is in the heart of a man. 

129. /Ca buor ciek lak. Woman's guts are not washed Siblings, 
although they have different mothers, share together with 
no contempt. 

130.      r     kɛ     ɛ. Each one sharpens (his spear or 
tools) with his own stone. 

131.                  ɛ   o o   /cɛ r           r         o o   
tetdɛ jiekɛ   aak. The man who does not offer his hand 
does not get any profit, while the man who offers his hand 
gets what he needs. 

132.           r  ɛ        ɛ          r        ɛl ɛ  u           ɛ. 
Deceiving a fool is to teach him, but deceiving a wise man is 
an insult to him. 
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133. Raan kuacɛ r  kɛ ro o  ɛ. People are fruitful through their 
throat. People need to eat. 

134.  u  n tɛɛru      ɛl g        ɛ           u         r. It is 
better to have a wise enemy than a foolish friend. 

135.                o       ɛɛl. People do not climb at once. 

136.          g aa bɛɛ   o  gu    ɛ. A good word (thought) 
comes from the one who said it. 

137. T       w    ɛ      ɛ. The door to a country is its people. 

138. Thilɛ   o  gu    ɛ. Languages don't have owners. 

139. Thilɛ r   gu  . No one is a stranger.    

140.                  u     ɛ            r  ɛl. Many friends 
are like many cooks over a single pot. 

141.             u     r ε  u    r. Many cooks spoil the pot. 

142.      u  u      u    th lɛ tɛt maac. Eat your food; I will 
roast the lungs in the fire. 

143.  u         ɛ k n. Our belongings wrench us. 

144.          uu              u    uu . When bulls fight, the 
grass suffers. 

145. Ram            u  p, /cɛ dee bath. The person who asks 
directions cannot get lost. 

146.      w           . The eye is not a visitor. He is allowed to 
look around. 

147.       u   w  . The eye is not a thief. 

148. Ŋu                  u           uo . There are more 
things that have not yet been cooked than the one that have 
already been brought. 

149.      ɣ      o  ɛ         . Changing your mind is not 
being a liar. 

150. Min ɛ                         uo           . But you said: the 
edible bulbs are dirty, their flowers are clean. 

151. Lɛni tharu lɛ bu  p liɛr. Put your buttock in the gourd. 
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152. Thilɛ ruac kuɛ ɛ . There is not too young people for a good 
talk. 

153.             t jek. The visitor found the fan. 

154. /Ca pɛ        ɛc. The thoughts of a Dinka cannot be 
grasped. 

 

MAT – UNITY 

155. Mat ɛ bu  m. Unity is strength. 

156.      ro o            ɛ. In the world people don't benefit of 
their own work. 

157. Thilɛ tiɛ  w   . Jealousy has no country. 

158. Thilɛ ram jekɛ     ro o    ɛ    rɛ    r a. No one get 
satisfaction from his own plans. 

159.  o o   ɛ th       ; thilɛ ram      u    u       r aadɛ. People 
are interdependent; no one can stand by himself alone. 

160. /Ca ɣ am dee tεε  gu                   . Water holes are not 
dug in places without water. 

161. /Canɛ ril gany ɛ           w      . Let us not go all for 
the monitor lizard, some of us should go for the piton. 

162.        o                     . The stick for sowing does 
not end up without harvest. 

163.         ruu  w          ɛ gu         w  ε       r  r. If the 
bush is burnt, no insect find the way to escape. 

164.       u     u  . No credit is ever wasted. 

 

   Ƞ          – LEADERSHIP 

165.  u r ɛ th         . The leader listens to any sort of bad 
things. 

166.  u  r ɛ tieep ru    w  . Leadership is like a shade at the 
morning hours. 
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167.               ɛl jekɛ  u     u             rɛw kueth ni r  . 
One important person gets the regards (of everyone), two 
important people (instead) abuse themselves. 

168.            ru     . A man who does not have cattle cannot 
rule (other people). 

169.  u       /cɛ  u  r         . A womanizer will not 
easily be chosen as a leader. 

170.      r          u r gu             r   . No one can 
become a leader in a place without people. 

171. /Ca naath cuac kɛ kɛɛt kɛl. People cannot be instigated 
with only one stick. 

172.        r c r              uo  . A blind person cannot lead 
another blind. 

173. Thiɛl l aac ɛ bu    m. Heartlessness is strength. 

174.          u     u   o r, ɛ jɛn ram min bi duuth. The man 
who beat the war drum, he will also dance (fight). 

 

                    – FORTITUDE AND HARDWORK 

175.           uɛt. The country is its youth. 

176.      /ciɛ  uu    u  ɛ ɣ   ɛ  u  t. The country is not 
male, but female. 

177.      r  mɛ  uɛt cu   . The country is kept standing by 
the youth. 

178. Thilɛ riɛ            r ɛ          . No trouble would join 
to another trouble. 

179.  u      ɛ gu    ɛ. Fear kills the fearful. 

180. N u       ɛ        w   uo . Laziness makes the garden 
get plenty of weeds. 

181.            u  r    , cu jɛ pal ɛ    r  ɣ  n. Even if you are not 
able to do something, don't leave it without trying. 

182.      ɛ jɛn la pɛl  . Traveling is always wise. 

183.   o o   ɛ  u    t. The leg is female. 
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184.  o o r   o o   ro  o      . The leg looks after the throat 
(provides food). 

185. Nyuur ɛ ru            ɛ d w. Sitting is a male calf while 
traveling is a female one. 

186.           ɛ w       t jic ɛ. What is carried on the head 
does not satisfy the stomach. 

187.              ɛth l cdɛ   u r              ɛ go r    u  
naath. The hard-working man rejoices, whereas the lazy 
one gives troubles to people. 

188. Jekɛ wu         o o r            u  ɛ ɣ        wu        
 u           . Real men are not found where there is food 
but where there is fighting. 

189. Pu                r      u           ɛ. Life overcomes 
poverty and riches are overcome by death. 

190.  u  u        ro     ac. D  ’       v                 s  

191.     r              ɛ min cɛ mɛk. People do receive the 
fruits of their work. 

192.     ɛ ɣ            u   u     r ɣ       . When I get the 
spear, the poisonous grass will spare the cattle. 

 

                    – EVIDENT CONSEQUENCES 

193.  u          r  o  ɛ          c. A long tail brings to you 
unending problems. 

194. Thu  ny wu     o  ɛ riɛm. Blowing your nose can cause 
bleeding. 

195.  u   ru    o  ɛ          . Too much talking brings 
problems. 

196.      ru    o  ɛ thiemthieem. Too many words bring a 
bad word. 

197.    r  ɛ   o  ɛ liaay diaal l      . One bad slice of a dry fish 
brings maggots to the others. 
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198.   o o r        o   ɛ           . Blindness of heart is caused 
by poor listening. 

199. Cu     u      ɛ  u     o  ɛ        u  . Returning insult 
for insult makes people to lose sight of the right (path). 

200. Thiɛl l      o   ɛ thiɛl  o   . Heartlessness is caused by 
lack of shame. 

201.             o  ɛ ɣ    ɣ     . Greed brings dissatisfaction. 

202. Thiɛ             o  ɛ        r. No self-control brings long 
journeys. 

203.            o  ɛ liɛth. Churning the milk makes butter. 

204.      o  ɛ puaal pu      . Life brings health. 

 

Ƞ                  – COMPARISONS 

205. Pual thar lenyɛ pɛl thu k. An earnest action is better 
than wise words. 

206. Pɛl thu k leny kɛ jɛ ɛ guic lɛɛr. Seeing first is better than 
rushed words. 

207.   r          ɛ      u  t. Looking for a wife is worthy 
dodging a spear. 

208.  u        ɛ  o r. Talking about something is better than 
fighting. 

209. /Ca y     ɣ      r  ɛ y      ɛl. A blow on the thigh cannot 
be compared to a blow on the shin. 

210.    r            ɛ maar dieeth. Friendship is better 
than blood relationship. 

211. Gat kɛ       ɛl lenyɛ g         w             r. One wise 
child is better than ten foolish ones. 

212.                ɛ                . Other things coming to 
an end are more problematic than when the maize ends.  

213.  u        ɛ      . Seeking is better than begging. 

214. C  k c             ɛ th ɛ. Being fast is better than being slow. 
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215.   r         ɛ      . People that move to different places 
are better than people whose ancestors have been living a 
long time in the same place. 

216.                       ɛ r  maac. A rascal child gets easily 
into the fire. 

217. Thilɛ w             w     . No country is better than 
another. 

 

Ƞ            Ƞ        – VIRTUES AND KNOWLEDGE 

218.     ɛ w   ɛ mɛ, ɛ du              ru  n  . T    ’s   f  
makes the path for tomorrow. 

219.   bel     ɛ j            . The blacksmith says: it will 
come out once in the fire. 

220.                         . The Dinka says: the aunt is very 
important (sister of the mother). 

221.   w     u /ca mut kɛ r        u  l. D  ’                   
shaved with a blunt razor blade. 

222. G                           r                     ɛ    r   
        . Better you say what you know in person than what 
you have heard from other people. 

223.        r     u r. Running for life is not shameful. 

224. Dual ɛ pɛ     gu    ɛ d    r. Fear is wisdom while bravery 
is foolishness. 

225. Ŋ                 ɛ         w  ’. Trust what you have seen 
not what you have heard about. 

226. Ruac bɛ       u  ɛ. In talking what is difficult is only the 
beginning. 

227. Riet dieth ɛ r        r     o  ɛ riet. Words give birth to 
other words, and words are answered still by words. 

228. J k ruac ɛ           . Words said at the back causes 
misunderstanding. 
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229. Ŋ     u k ɛ  u   r          . The knowledge of a language is 
matter of collecting words. 

230.         gu              ɛ w         . Stop where cow dung 
is burnt. 

231.      w                . No country is without foreigners. 

232.     w            . The medicine is not taken without a 
reason (sickness). 

233.    r            gu     . That is the reason for which the 
giraffe has been killed. 

234.         lɛ  o        u          rɛ. Riches do laugh 
whereas famine do discern. 

235.        u   ɛ           u     o o  ɛ    r. Riches know 
nothing whereas famine carries good thoughts. 

236. Latdi jɛ kɛ ɣ                         . You say like that 
because the crocodile has never bitten you. 

237.          r ɛ diɛw. Fishing (with the fishing spear) is 
uncertain. 

238.    u  u /ci l k kɛ     u          ɛ. Do not allow your tail 
                       ff   s  f      s  w           ’     w 
where it is going to end. 

239.          u   u k          ɛ       u  l. You will finish your 
breath and the strength of the penis as well. 

240. Tɛɛ gu         u            ɛ dɛl. Goats are skinned in 
many occasions. 

241. Te ji m kɛ gu          u   ɛ jɛ. The wind blows where it 
chooses. 

242.     u        ɛ           ɛ, /ca de ny k kɛ  o             . 
A house that is broken in its foundation cannot be repaired 
and maintained standing. 

243. /Cɛ g a ɛn ɣ    εε    uo     gu             go o r  
      ε . It is not good to set your nets while looking at the 
birds that you want to catch. 
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244.                   ε   ɛ                εεr  ε      ε  
raar. If the maize is ripe people will harvest some to be 
eaten when still fresh and leave some in the field to dry and 
used it as seed next year. 

245.     ε  uo         r    r  ɛ j           ε    . No smoke 
can appear if there is no fire. 

246.          u      u    ε                  . Girls cannot 
dance at the wedding feast with a tail ('d      w       
      '. 

247.                o    gu                r. Lower teeth 
cannot cut through where there is no gum. 

248.               ε     g a ny ac. The lame says: there is 
nothing good in the flood. 

249.   nyuɛ ɛ        r . It is like chewing beans. 

250.                              w   u  n. Long life is better 
than earthly wealth. 

251. Kuak kɛ       w    r  . Riches are like hairs of the head. 

252.      w    u  n thilɛ r        o       ɛn. No one has 
ever reached to possess all the riches of the world. 

253.                ɛ          rɛ kɛ r         o       u  r kɛ 
 u   . The man who boasts about what he has given, it is 
like the man who gives in order to receive back. 

254. G a ni kɛ      g        u        u  . Good reputation is 
better than wealth. 

255.              ɛ kɛ pɛ ɛ th malɛ thuuk. Riches that has been 
easily gathered, they also finish soon. 

256.          ɛ g              ɛ   . What is easy to get is also 
easy to forget. 

257.                    ɛ       r  . Cow milk is not like water 
drops on the razor blade. 
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258.  u       u    o ɛ r       r   u  u     ɛɛth lɛ         
gu    ɛ kɛ d    r. Food without stew gives wisdom while 
rich food with butter teaches foolishness. 

 

          – PRUDENCE 

259. Thilɛ ɣ w ram liɛ ɛ . No one is to be trusted in the world. 

260.      w   ɛ dual. Prudence is not fear. 

261. Maar lɛc /ciɛ maar. Relationship of the teeth is not real 
friendship. A smile does not mean friendship. 

262. Thilɛ lɛc tɛr. Teeth have no enemies. 

263.        ɛ gu         ɛ ɣ        ɛ diw. Friendship with 
Mr. Know-All is a mistake. 

264.      r ɛ  wu       ɛ nhiaal. Problems can't be foreseen 
like the coming of the rain. 

265.  ε ɛ             ε wuu  . Hurry up, the rain arrives 
quickly. 

266. Laa ruun a wankɛ. The future is always foreseen. 

267.          g      w   ɛ kɛ giɛɛ . The household where 
there are children is managed with savings.  

268. /Ca woor t  w     r   . In time of famine even eatable 
creeping grass is not kept (unused). 

269. Thilɛ w  r  u . There is no man at night. 

270.  ur        ɛɛc j kdu. Hoe (your field) and watch your 
back. 

271. Nyu   ɣ           ɛ  rε  ru  p. Untie the cows and look at 
the bush. 

272.     g           o      r. Children are not left alone by 
the river. 

273. Yieer thilɛ daman. Rivers don't have brothers. 

274. G    r     uo            ε        . Bend yourselves when 
the snake has not yet bitten you. 
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275.         r  kam ju    uo                     u . If you have 
voted yourself to chase lions, better you give back the bids 
of my dauther (symbol of marriage). 

 

              Ƞ   – SELF-CONTROL AND DISCIPLINE 

276.                    uo     rɛ     . What prevents you from 
sleeping comes from within you. 

277. L c ɛ r ε . Heart is blood (hot-tempered).  

278.           gu                u      . Cultivate the field of 
others, but      s        w   H         s        ’      
yourself in trouble. 

279. Te ram   kɛ tɛɛr jaakdɛ. Everybody has his own failures. 

280.      r            ɛ w      u  m. No one can work with a 
stubborn mind. 

281. Tiit thokdu kɛ            . Keep your mouth from telling 
lies. 

282.      u   gu     ɛ. A liar has a small place or short time. 

283. /Ca thu         ɛ kac. The truth is not abandoned for a 
lie. 

284.               ɛɛ       ɛ     . People don't walk in a row as 
when they go fishing (with the fishing spear). 

285.              u  r  . What was lent to you does not belong 
to you. 

286. Thil l ac g             u    . Better ugliness than 
heartlessness. 

287.       o   u         w    u  w . Your foot will be entangled 
in the thorn bush. 

288.    u u   r go r ɛ     . It is your fault if you let your penis 
grow long. 

289. Thok camɛ         . The mouth eats what is hot. 

290. Lɛp dhilɛ r            . The tongue can kill. 
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291.      ɛli d     r, bɛlɛ       . If you reproach a fool, he will 
blame you back. 

292.            ɛ    . Children easily learn bad manners. 

293.                ɛ gu    ɛ. Doubts catch the hesitant person. 

 

                    – FRATERNAL CORRECTION 

294. /Cu r  liak kɛ ruun. Do not boast about tomorrow. 

295.   u   o o   u                   . Do not let your foot 
stumble on the rock you have seen. 

296. /Cu r   o o                    u    ɛ pu  r. Do not clean the 
field that you will not be able to cultivate. 

297.   u r            u    u r           ru   . Do not forget 
the person who helped you in time of trial. 

298. /Cu r  thuk keer kɛ kamdu yɛnɛ raan. Do not exceed 
the line that is between you and another person. 

299.   u      ɛ                ɛ ɛ niku. Do not break with the 
friend who knows your secrets.  

300.   u ru   gu              w   . Do not talk in the bush 
that has not being burnt. 

301.   u r      or      ɛ kɛɛt. Do not throw words like a club. 

302.   u        r       ɛ  w   ɛ        ruu . Do not postpone 
until tomorrow what you can do today. 

303. /Cu r  kut buow. Do not let the grass grow tall. 

304. /Cu r du wet wac. Do not attract the birds of prey. 

305. /Cu raan c           ɛ g r  u        ɛ. Do not invite a 
person to a meal with a request for help. 

306. /Cu raan par kɛ    r gɛr. Do not show to be sympathetic 
with a hypocritical cry. 

307. /Cu naath cam kɛ  o o    u    n. Do not trick people with 
an axe made out of mud. 

308. /Cu r        uɛ t-luɛ t. Do not instigate (others). 
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309.   u           ɛ muaa Wumbiɛl. Do not yell like Wumbil 
when he was drowning. 

310.   u             ɛ       . D  ’       v  w          v  ’  
seen. 

311. /Cu r   o o     ɛl kɛ r k. Do not pull a goat with a rope. 

312.   u   o  u          ɛ     . Do not give yourself away 
like the Nile perch. 

313. /Cu du    r             , laa r        . Do not leave things 
half done, otherwise you will get used to that. 

314. /Cu r            . Do not put your trust in the pounding 
mortar (hole in ground). 

315. /Cu naath      ɛ  u              . Do not kill people 
with a spear without handle. 

316. /Cu l   u      w   u     u   . Do not let your heart go 
picking up feathers. 

317. /Cu r  moc jic buur. Do not give yourself the stomach of 
a destitute man. 

318. /Cu r du j  p jiaath. Do not cut the branch on which you 
are resting. 

319. /Cu r  bi nyany c    . Do not remain on the riverbank 
(board the boat if you want to go). 

320.   u          go      . Do not plan a crooked plan. 

321. /Cu naath ɣo     o o   rɛ c. People don't fill a water gourd 
with fish. 

322. /Cu r  mɛk ɣ           ɛk kɛ    . Do not choose a burden 
that is too heavy for you. 

323.   u   ak lat muth. Do not do things in the darkness. 

324. /Cu pek kɛ tu         u    r. Do not limit yourself at the 
outward appearances of a thing. 

325.   u gu     ɛ naath cetkɛ d w ɣ   . Do not dissent with 
people like calves do (moving in opposite direction to the 
cattle when taken to a new place). 
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326.   u  u                r   . Do not marry in a family 
where there is a thief. 

327.   u     r     ɛ w           r. Do not look for the severed 
head of Nyankiir (problems).  

 

            – AVOIDING EVIL 

328. Bu c piithɛ gaatkɛ. Cowardice grows its children. 

329.  u  r  u   g        u  r        t. Better the mistake of a 
small field than a wrong marriage. 

330.      ru    ɛ riɛk. Forgetfulness is a serious problem. 

331.       ɛɛl kɛ                   rɛ raan. Walking together 
with evil company corrupts people. 

332.           ɛɛl kɛ kuel d pi kuel. If you walk together with 
thieves you learn theft. 

333.      ɣ       u    r nh k kɛ                     acdu. It is 
bad to covet a thing beyond the capacity of your own heart. 

334. K       ɛ       ɛ    ɣ        . Alcohol makes his 
friend to disclose (his) defections. 

335. La ram mi pɛɛ  r     u            , ku d    r           
ɣ          u  ɛ    . A wise man ignores an insult, 
whereas a fool is outwitted because he doesn't know it. 

336.              ru   ɛ gu   . A severed alive head speaks 
non-sense.  

337.       u r        ɛ, ku locdɛ g      ɛ bu  m. Committing a 
sin is so simple while its repayment is so hard. 

338. Thilɛ  u  raan d  diɛn cap. Don't even think about the 
property of others. The property of somebody else is 
useless. 

339. Bap buul /cɛ g aa.     s                                 ’s 
dances. 

340. Thɛ ɛ     uur            uɛykɛ.             ‘    ’    f s   
but I do drink its broth. 
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341.              ɛ w    r     ɛ r    ɛp. A false allegation is 
like biting your tongue while chewing a hard piece of meat. 

342.                      ɛ  o o   . Not everything can be bet 
in a competition. 

343.        o o       o   gu        . The feet do not remain along 
the way. 

344. Thilɛ cuer wat. A glutton has no friends. 

345. Thilɛ pɛɛ        . The person of the evil eye has no 
friends. 

346. /Ca bu  t poc. A wound is not touched. 

347.      ru          . It is bad to marry a woman without 
brothers. 

348.     u            . You will find the thief. 

349.       o   u. Hold your dog. 

350.  u  r  uɛth kɛ jɛ. Mistakes are breastfed. 

351.   u      r   ɛnɛ thiɛ       ɛ juey. Feeble thought and 
little planning is a disease. 

352.      ɣ       w     ɛɛtdɛ  u  . It is bad for a country to 
keep the stick raised. 

353. G    r ɛ  u      . Mistreat is shameful. 

354.               ru   ɛ kɛ tak. The family who speaks 
without respect is bad. 

355. /Ci mut nɛ           . One spear does not kill 
everybody. 

356. Ram n d mackɛ liaaykɛ. They steal also the dry fish to 
the weak person. 

357.     w      u           . A violent man don't easily find 
food. 

358.      u       u           w  u     ε   o   r            ε 
 u        . Many dead flies can fill a bottle of perfume 
with bad smell. 
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                   – NUER RIDDLES 
 
1.     u                Ɛ  u ŋ 

Small girl wearing a short skirt  The fly 
 

2.  u              ɛk  Ɛ lel 

Lame that carries heavy loads 

      Intertwined string to hang things on 
 

3.     uɛtni m          Ɛ kot 

The daughter of youth who has a navel The shield 
 

4.          r     ɛl  Ɛ luor 

(name of a person) with white and black spots   

                                               Grass that grows climbing up trees 
 

5. Nyayian t            Ɛ lɛb 

Brown girl resting in a valley  The tongue 
 

6.   r     ru        r  Ɛ ny      

Black who walks through a black forest The louse 
 

7. Nyayian kac ɛ      Ɛ kɛ ɛ w 

Brown girl that jumps continuously  The gazelle 
 

8.     u           rɛy nhial  Ɛ  o   

Small child who remains in the rain  The (cow) peg 
 

9. Gulgul gat Wu  t   Ɛ gol rɛy 

Round boy, son of Wu  t                        The fireplace in the barn 
 

10. K    u    Ɣ     o     Kɛ kuoy deet 

Roof structure of           f            (name) 

           The lower shin of the goats 
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11. Gaat bakɛl ti kɛn diaal r      Kɛ puc thuom 

Six children who cry together            

           The six strings of the guitar 
 

12.    r        r   Ɛ puur 

Black (thing) that roams in the bush 

     Metal piece like a small hoe 
 

13. Kuey thuok ru    p   Ɛ  o   

Black (thing) with white head at the beginning of the bush 

        The axe 
 

14.    r  o o   w    Ɛ cuk 

Black (thing) that calls people               The earthen pot 
 

15. Nyadiɛ      ɛ wuony wuony   Ɛ  uo   

(Name of girl) who walks swinging left and right  

            The spurwing goose 
 

16. Kerl         u     Ɛ l k 

Grey and white cow of the mud  The earthworm 
 

17.  o o r         w       r   Ɛ    ŋ 

White cow that delivers a black calf           The mosquito net 
 

18.    r                  y   Ɛ pɛ t 

Black (thing) that drinks from (name of place)  

        The mudfish 
 

19.  u      u             r           Ɛ piny kɛnɛ  u      

Bulls who want to fight but never meet    

            The ground and the clouds 
 

20.      ɛɛ   g           Ɛ ruoth 

Twisted stick of the children of (name of a man) 

        The whirlwind 
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21.          r       r      ɛ    Ɛ   i i   

I tell you: come closer!    The door 
 

22.        r       u              / t         

                   w             ŋ      

               f D      (name)  

           Mid dry season/ mid rainy season/ midnight/ midday 
 

23.  ur  ur      o      Ɛ r w 

Short and                (name)  The hippo 
 

24.  o o r   ɛ  ru        r    Ɛ reet 

White (thing) that cuts down a black forest  

                    The razor blade 
 

25.    ro   ro       Ɛ pil 

(name of person) that sounds like the noise of grinding  

              The grinding stone 
 

26.  u                ɛ        Ɛ nyigol 

Brown with white head that jumps clumsily The vulture 
 

27.               k kiir    Ɛ  u    i    

Golden stick that wades the river Nile 

              The stem of the water lily 
 

28. Nyaɣ  t ɛ cok     Ɛ     

(Name of a girl) who pounds without raising the mortar 

high                 The molar tooth 
 

29.          r         o    ɛn kɛl   Kɛ nyin 

Black and white oxen who have one peg The eyes 
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30. K        r     ɛ ɛ        wdɛ jicdɛ  Ɛ th  w 

A cow with little milk that is pregnant  

                   The tree known as balanite egyptica 
 

31.  u          uo      w  r    Ɛ bak ɣ aa 

Amazing thing that chases all the night animals  

        The dawn 
 

32.  o uo                  Ɛ  o n  

(age-set of a old person) who has red eyes The pipe 
 

33. Ci g            up    Kɛ ruɛy 

I lost my cowrie shell along the way  The spit 
 

34.          ɛ kuoc    Ɛ tut luaak 

Taste the cow by the lower shin        The door step of the barn 
 

35. Dit mi /ci dap kɛ  uo             Ɛ ŋ      kɛ   o   

Bird that does not lay eggs   The bat 
 

36. Bi lual laak     Ɛ mac 

Red (thing) that grazes    The fire 
 

37.     o o r      c     Ɛ ŋɛ ɛ th 

White thing that lays down   The ashes 
 

38. Nyatith kɛ nyatith    Ɛ     ɛ ɛ l 

Red girl and red girl     A creeper tree with orange edible fruit 
 

39.     o o r      raan ɛ tiath   Ɛ tɛ ɛ c 

White girl who bites people  The larva of the gadfly 
 

40. Nyal       u   u  r       u  r  o   Ɛ  uo   

Zigzag that, if you make it straight, would reach the clouds 

        The path 
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41. Nyag ml       rɛy kiɛr kɛ gak  Ɛ yiɛw 

Girl with hump who walks in the river Nile with anger 

        The spiky fish 
 

42.                        Ɛ cuɛɛk 

(name of girl) who is without bones  The leech 
 

43. Rup tɛ l      Ɛ thiɛl lual 

The bush of the shinbone          A grass like thistle 
 

44.  u              Ɛ tɛ ɛ c 

Heavy man    The larva of the gadfly 
 

45. Rup gurthu     Ɛ ban 

The bush of your father in law   The bug 
 

46. Bi naath niɛn ni?    Ɛ n i i    

Where will the people sleep?             Mosqui oes ask… 
 

47. Gaat Rɛ ɛ          ɣ       /ci cuop       Nyayuoyni / tuitni 

The children of (name) who migrated and did not arrive to 

destination             The floating grass 
 

48. Nhiaal m           u          r     Ɛ  u      ŋ 

T              s        s     ss        s ’            

        The cow tail 
 

49.       ɛ ɛ    u     u       Ɛ th p 

A castrated goat of (name of a person) The yeast 
 

50. Ruath dɛ ɛ l mi ruokɛ  u     u       Ɛ du  p 

Male goat with long hair on his side  The path 
 

51.        w       Ɛ wac 

Sour and sour         Sour alcoholic drink 
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52.  o     wo      Kɛ bɛl 

Small and small         The sorghum grains 
 

53. Kac ɛ thum     Ɛ guɛk 

Jumps quickly     The frog 
 

54. Riɛny ni r      Ɛ        

Struggle yourself 

       The gourd used by women to prepare food 
 

55.  u          u       ɛ        ɛ  Ɛ jiw 

Very tall (thing) which feet rest on its shade  The water well 
 

56.      w             u  k kɛ riam  Kɛ bɛl 

(name of family) who finished to fight  The sorghum 
 

57.    r      u    ɛ  o      Ɛ c  k 

Black (thing) that bends down to enter the barn    

             The small black ant 
 

58. Dhuur ɛ ni b     Ɛ tol 

Humility is meek     The smoke 
 

59.    r   g           Ɛ kun 

Hectic son of a grey (thing)   The mouse 
 

60.   o         ɛɛrɛ        Ɛ      

Circumcised person that likes dancing for nothing  The bell 
 

61.   o          uu     Ɛ lɛk 

Circumcised person that jumps into the pool  

              Pestle for pounding grain 
 

62.  u     w  ru   ɛ gak   Ɛ      

Angry bull that goes to the bush  The bell 
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63.              rɛ kɛ  o     Ɛ  u    i    

Stick that has a hole underneath          The tail of the dog 
 

64.  u       o   ɛ               Ɛ     

Male who has a bump between the anus and the scrotum 

                   The molar tooth 
 

65. D                      ɛ      ɛ ɛ gaat nyaadɛ Ɛ  u    

Old woman whose vomit is eaten by her grandchildren 

               The curning gourd 
 

66. Tu                /         Ɛ  io   

M    w      s  s             f                s ’        

        The axe 
 

67.    r       ɛr     Ɛ riey 

Black cow of the river Nile   The canoe 
 

68. D                 g    ɛ tharɛ       ɛ gaat nyaadɛ    Ɛ cuk 

Old woman whose bottom is hold by her grandchildren 

                    The earthen pot 
 

69.  o o r  u    uu          Ɛ ɣ    uowni 

White object that stays by the fence of the home 

        The bedpan 
 

70.  o o r             Ɛ katɛ 

White cow that belongs to women  The salt 
 

71.  u             u    ɣ  k       g  r  Ɛ pu    t 

Big thing that beats cows in (name of place) 

          The wooden hammer 
 

72. Jut mi d  m l  th    Ɛ  u   

Young woman who dance with bells          The Elephant tree 
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73. Tut dɛ ɛ l mi bu             Ɛ d w piɛl 

Male goat that mates with a stone    

        The male stone against the grinding stone 
 

74.    r              k    Ɛ      

Black thing that works the clay          The root of the water lily 
 

75.    r        r      Ɛ  i      

Black thing that travel resting on its back The canoe 
 

76. Toluo            ɛ thuk   Ɛ wum 

Small thi   w  s  w        s ’  f   s  The nose 
 

77. Riek Ku        u  w    u l Jor  Ɛ  u    i   

Forked branches in honor of God that stand at the pool of 

(name of place)                The tail of a dog 
 

78. Lut piny m               l   Ɛ         

Tree of the clan of (name) that walks in the soil  

        The potato 
 

79. K at Kuoth mi /ci naath nyuur tharɛ Ɛ d ŋ  in  

The tamarind of God at which shade nobody seats  

        The shrub of the ground nuts 
 

80.  u          u         u  t   Ɛ kiel 

Big thing that ring the bell of the bull        The marabou stork 
 

81. Dit g               r    Ɛ wuut 

Bird th     s w   s        s ’  f    The ostrich 
 

82. K l Ku th mi /ca gekdɛ g t     pay 

Shield of God that is not pierced at its side The moon 
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83. Dapkɛ jɛ kɛ tu    ɛ     ɛ k  r         ɛ la c  t      Ɛ pay 

It is delivered with horns but after few days remains 

without them                The moon 
 

84.  u r    wuo  ɛ bieynikɛ kɛ           ɛ         Ɛ manytap 

Lord which clothes are taken away the day of his death 

                  The maize 
 

85.  u           u      Ɛ manytap 

Young woman with a big hair dress  The maize 
 

86. Luak mi t t mi pik ɣ k ti ku  r  Ɛ  i   

Small barn that can guest one hundred cows   The water Lily 
 

87.  u      u            Ɛ  u    

Young woman who has a scarified neck   The churning gourd 
 

88. Mar m                   Ɛ lulɛ 

Guess what it is not eaten of a cow       Its mooing / lowing 
 

89.    r  uo       u    o  ɛ         /ci cakɛ      

        Ɛ   i n    ŋ 

Gourd of God for milk that though turned upside down, 

   s ’  s               The tit of cow 
 

90.  o       u     u            g        Ɛ nyuɛ ɛ r 

Straight an       s    s         ’              The drops of rain 
 

91.  u r         ɛ                  ru    Ɛ mun 

Glutton who eats during the dry season and drinks during 

the rainy season      The soil 
 

92.          o , c wdɛ Mabor Tuan Tuan    Ɛ  u     ɛnɛ liɛth 

(nam  of woman), his husband (name)   

         The churning gourd and the butter 
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93. Yiel k k kɛ  u  ɛ    Ɛ ŋ ar 

Violet and pregnant with one horn  The bean 
 

94. Mi kac                               w mi c  t ku  r   

           Lɛk / Th  ŋ        ɛl 

It jumps up, it comes down down and deliver a son with 

black head and no horns 

              The Pestle, the mortar, the pounded sorghum 
 

95. Luak mi diɛt kɛ rɛydɛ   Ɛ juth t  n  

Barn whose grass thatched roof is made from inside  

            The filter of the pipe 
 

96.      ɛ w                     ɛ thar ciw ciw mi thil ni ɣ      

ɣ k r          Ɛ pu    t 

I have a big head and a slim bottom, If I am not there cows 

would kill themselves       The wooden hammer 
 

97.   r          ɛykɛ ku  r   Ɛ  u    

Animal (colour ) that has hundred kids      The (so called) fish 
 

98.       w      /ci nen    Ɛ libr  

It has a eye but does not see   The needle 
 

99.                o         u   w   ɛ             Tuey kɛnɛ kuot 

Three-legged which is climbed up by a four-legged  

         The granary pot and the cat 
 

100.  o o r        ɛ thilik    Ɛ k l ŋ 

White thing with an iron rope   The pumpkin 
 

101.          u      m ɛ waaw   Ɛ        

(name of a girl) who dances with loud bells  

       The gourd used by women to prepare food 
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102. Nyam mi d     u       c j kdɛ ɛ         lɛb 

Girl who dances a lot and whose soft back is flexible 

        The tongue 
 

103. Th t ci giw     Ɛ      io    

Dry and hard (skin)         The soles of the feet 
 

104.  uo            c ɛ Nyagak Rial, biɛ k         g    u   

        Piny / Nhial 

Bowl that was not repaired by (name) but (name)  

                Heaven and earth 
 

105.  u       o          ɛ gat malendɛ             o  ni / thiik 

Young woman who pulls the testicles of the child of her aunt

          Closing bar, ropes, and door 
 

106.                     Kɛ miem 

The hide whic                    ’    s   The hair  
 

107. Nyar r        ɛ r     ɛ          Ɛ kuɛ ɛ t 

(Name of a girl) who walks running with a bowl 

        The tortoise 
 

108.  u          w   u             ɛ ni gut (yien)       Ɛ liɛ   u  n 

Young Dinka woman who wears a short skirt and goes to 

dance              The ladle made of gourd 
 

109.     u u           uɛ        u                     Ɛ kiel 

(name) brother of (name) rings a deep sounding bell 

              The marabou stork 

 

110. Mi ɣɛɛ                u r   o        Ɛ ni   n 

S                                   ’  s     w         

brothers      The sleep 
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                              K M    M      ) – 
NUER TONGUE TWISTERS 
 
1. Bu  lkɛ gaati k     r  u  r kɛ mac waar deet mi c al i cit, 

kiɛ /ca gaati k   u     r  u  r kɛ mac waar deet mi c al i 

cit? 

Our youth are roasting a slice of dry fish with the fire of dry 

sheep-           s        ‘   ’         ’               s  ng a 

slice of dry fish with the fire of dry sheep-dung that is called 

‘   ’? 
 

2.  o       g      o  ɛ w   r               r   , kiɛ         g    

 o     o  ɛ w   r               r   ? 

The nile perch broke the lock and severed the head of a fish 

that is in the house of Nyarial, or did the nile perch not 

break the lock and severed the head of a fish that is in the 

house of Nyarial? 
 

3.       u               ɛ ɣ  r ɣ  r, ɣ r   ɛl liɛt kɛ mu    , kiɛ 

          u               ɛ ɣ  r ɣ  r, ɣ  r   ɛl liɛt kɛ mu    ? 

                        f           w v           s     

s      s             s       w           s               

                    f           w v    (my arms) and spread 

sand into the sorghum with my knees? 
 

4. Ruɛc luth liɛt, kiɛ /ci luth liɛt ruɛc? 

The mudfish drags himself on the sand, or does the mudfish 

not drag himself on the sand? 
 

5. Gu              r              r       -r  l min jakɛ, kiɛ 

        gu       r              r       -r  l min jakɛ? 

I take out the brown tick under the anus of m        ’s 

piebald cow which produces milk for making butter, or have 
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I not taken out the brown tick under the anus of my 

      ’s           w w            s      f          

butter? 
 

6. Nyieny det Cuor kɛnɛ det Kuɛ      r w    uor    ɛ /ci 

det Cuor nyieeny kɛnɛ det kuɛ      r w    uor? 

The goats of Scorpio fight against the goats of Orion in the 

prairie of Scorpio, or are the goats of Scorpio not fighting 

against the goats of Orion in the prairie of Scorpio? 
 

7. Guth jut buth kiɛ /ci jut buth guth? 

The young lady collected the pumpkin, or did the young 

lady not collect the pumpkin? 
 

8. Cak  jiɛn, wak  g  r           nɛ        u  u   u      , 

bɛ                   w    u                 tic bi pu        w     

wa! Kuɛ        u  u   u                          ? Ti   

       u  u   u           , kiɛ            u  u   u  

              ? 

We left, we went to look for a plant to make strings with 

your brother-in-law Kun Tut Thic. He will pull the plant and 

it will come out. I will pull the plant and will break. I said: 

How is it? How does your brother-in-law Kun Tut Thic pull 

out the plant? Does your brother-in-law Kun Tut Thic pull 

out the plant, or does your brother-in-law Kun Tut Thic not 

pull out the plant? 
 

9.      ɛ   w            g   w           ɛ            ɛ 

     . Denykɛ gon     o     ɛ /ci gon   dhotdɛ deny? 

I left, I went for a walk. I found some weasels, they stretched 

up to see, they stretched their testicles down. The weasel 

stretches its testicles or does the weasel not stretch its 

testicles? 
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10.                         r. cu   u  w              ɛ   r, cu  

jɛ thiec i mul ɛ  u         u   r   ɛ mɛ? Cuɛ wee i ɛ   r ɛ 

  r.   r              u  l ran kiɛ /ci miem tiek mu    r   

  r? 

I went to the field of the family of my sister. I found a mule 

with an overgrown beard, I asked him: Mule, why did your 

         w          ? T        s       ’s         ’s        s     

       f           f                 s ’             f     

mule of people long? 
 

11. Kik Kiir teer, kiɛ /ci Kiir teer kiik? 

K              ’s feather in his head, or did Kiir not put a 

    ’s f            s     ? 
 

12. Tɛ ɛ t kɛ thar t  r          ɛ nac kɛ ɣ          ɛ lab lac, 

kiɛ /ca thar t ar tɛ           ɛ nac kɛ ɣ          ɛ lab 

lac. 

People dug out the root of the tree of sisal and gave it to the 

heifer so that it will expel the placenta, or did people not dig 

out the root of the tree of sisal and give it to the heifer so 

that it will expel the placenta? 
 

13.     guo  ɛ lot lot kɛ w            , cuɛ wic d          

    ɛ nɛk, kiɛ     guo  r   ɛ lot lot kɛ w            , cuɛ 

wic d              ɛ nɛk? 

The guinea fowl while running along the fence of the elderly 

w    ’s         s                     f             

woman, or did the guinea fowl not stumble on the head on 

the elderly woman while running along the fence of the 

        w    ’s       ? 
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14. Pu        u  t maar, kiɛ          u  t maar pu  l? 

T           f          ’s    f   s            s ’             

 f          ’s    f       ? 
 

15.      ɛ  w       .    g            ur ɛ     .  u     ɛc   mɛ c 

gany, kiɛ       ɛc   mɛ c gany luit? 

I went to walk. I saw a monitor lizard that was covered by 

ants. Were the ants eating the dorsal fin of the monitor 

lizard or were the ants not eating the dorsal fin of the 

monitor lizard? 
 

16.  u             , kiɛ                    diɛn tut. 

Does the male of the antelope cover the she-antelope, or 

does the antelope not cover the she-antelope? 
 

17. Nyieri, nyieri bia raar bia nɛnɛ  ɛc ɛ lɛp rɛk ɛ      ɛc rɛk 

pay lɛ       ɛc lɛ lɛp ɛ rɛk. 

Girls, girls come and see the francolin that opened the gate, 

the francolin has just open the gate, the francolin will 

always be opened by the gate. 
 

18. Nyieri, nyieri bia raar bia nɛnɛ      ɛ roc luth ɛ          

 u       ro            ɛ roc ɛ luth. 

Girls, girls come and see the python that swallowed the 

mudfish, the python has just swallowed the mudfish, the 

python will always be swallowed by the mudfish. 
 

19. Nyieri, nyieri bia raar bia nɛnɛ g  k ɛ g n k m ɛ, ci g  k 

k m pay g n, ba g  k lɛ g n ɛ k m. 

Girls, girls come and see the monkey that seized the club, 

the monkey has just seized the club, the monkey will always 

be seized by the club. 
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20.      u  ɛ ro    ro     ɛ kam l   ɛ tuonyni, kiɛ      u  r   ɛ 

ro    ro     ɛ kam l   ɛ tuonyni. 

The fish splashed among the small pools, or did the fish not 

splash among the small pools? 
 

21. Luit kɛ             u          ɛcni. 

    s           s                   ’s      
 

22. Gam g    uo     g     uo  g   . 

T                 s    s                              ’s 

skull. 
 

23.        ruur u     ruur   r     y. 

Put your stalks straight and I will put my stalks straight. 
 

24.      ɛ  w      r       r.      w nyimaar jek cɛ   o   ɛ 

pu t kɛ  u        al i cueth. Pu t cueth kuoc kiɛ /ci 

cueth kuoc pu  t. 

I went to visit my sister. I found that the foot of my sister’s 

  s              f              ‘     ’  D   ‘     ’   f      

    s               ‘     ’       f        s       ? 
 

25. Lot ru       r r     o  , kiɛ /ci ru       r r     o    o ? 

The tzetze fly sucks under the throat of the buffalo, or does 

the Tsetse fly not suck under the throat of the buffalo? 
 

26.  uo           uo  rɛy ru p mi luok kɛ          uo , kiɛ 

             uo  rɛy ru    p mi luok luot kɛ          uo ? 

The grey ox with a grey bell follows the path in the grey 

bush, or does the grey ox with a grey bell not follow the path 

in the grey bush? 
 

27. Jiɛth maar kiɛr             g    u   ɛ kuic kɛl wac. Kɛ 

lunydɛ j         g    u   ɛ in d    w  . 
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My mother crossed eight rivers, one side of her knees did 

not get wet. On her way back, the other side of her knees did 

not get wet. 
 

28.         m ɛ lirlir kɛ thar maac maar, cuɛ juac mi te thaar 

maac maar tɛl ɛ rɛp, kiɛ /kɛ ji   r    ɛ lirlir kɛ thar 

maac maar cuɛ juac mi te thaar maac maar tɛl ɛ rɛp? 

The wind blows lightly under the fire of my mother, the 

wind moved the dry grass that is on the fire of my mother, 

or did the wind not blow lightly under the fire of my 

mother, and did not move the dry grass that is on the fire of 

my mother? 
 

29. G     o   g    r, kiɛ      o   g    r g th? 

The blue heron avoided the spear, or did the blue heron not 

avoid the spear? 
 

30. Ri  b r w  o o   , kiɛ /ci r  w  o o   r   b? 

The hippo trampled on the mud of the channel, or did the 

hippo not trample on the mud of the channel? 
 

31. Th  r th  ar, kiɛ /ci th    r     r? 

Did the tree wither, or did the tree not whiter? 
 

32.      ɛ   ɛ           , kiɛ      ɛ   ɛ            w  ? 

The francolin burned the castor oil plant to ashes, or did the 

francolin not burn the castor oil plan to ashes? 
 

33. Ŋɛ  gu      ny, kiɛ     gu          ɛm? 

The giraffe gnaws the castor oil plant, or did the giraffe not 

gnaw the castor oil plant? 
 

34.    w      : jek ɣ   u      ɛɛr, thuc    uo   w  , thuc   

 uo   w  . 
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I went for a walk: I found a mouse who harvested the grass, 

each tuft of grass gave ten bundles, each tuft of grass gave 

ten bundles. 
 

35.    w          r            r rɛ                      ɛ m. 

Cu              ɛ r       r   w      ɛ .      r      ɛ rok lɛ   

w    r      ɛ r    ɛb, kiɛ     r      r   w     ɛb? 

I went to visit my sister family in a rainy day. I slipped left 

and right like molar tooth does when it bites first the mouth 

and then the tongue. Does the molar tooth goes from the 

mouth to the tongue or does the molar tooth not go from the 

mouth to the tongue? 
 

36.    r   ɛ nɛk nɛ              o      , ci wa       r    , jak 

mi ci math pul Pɛɛt, k             uor ɛ            ɛ 

j wdɛ.           w  r   u      uo  , t      u        

Magir Kuac, cu dɛliɛn a rol. 

I ran with my body bending ahead, my chin lifted the soil up, 

my waist broke some palm trees, the ox went to drink at the 

pool of P           ss  s            ’s                  w     

first, the ox drank after them. I speared a small fish, the sun 

set, I put the cow dung in fire and smoked the barn of Magir 

Kuac, their goat became sterile. 
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